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Abstract
We formulate a Hamiltonian description of the orbital motion of a point particle in Kerr spacetime
for generic (eccentric, inclined) orbits, which accounts for the effects of the conservative part of the
gravitational self-force. This formulation relies on a description of the particle’s motion as geodesic
in a certain smooth effective spacetime, in terms of (generalized) action-angle variables. Clarifying
the role played by the gauge freedom in the Hamiltonian dynamics, we extract the gauge-invariant
information contained in the conservative self-force. We also propose a possible gauge choice for
which the orbital dynamics can be described by an effective Hamiltonian, written solely in terms
of the action variables. As an application of our Hamiltonian formulation in this gauge, we derive
the conservative self-force correction to the orbital frequencies of Kerr innermost stable spherical
(inclined or circular) orbits. This gauge choice also allows us to establish a “first law of mechanics”
for black-hole-particle binary systems, at leading order beyond the test-mass approximation.
PACS numbers: 04.25.-g, 04.30.Db, 04.25.Nx, 04.20.Cv
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Following the detections by the LIGO observatories [1–3] of gravitational waves from the
coalescence of binary black holes, the era of gravitational-wave astronomy has finally begun.
While a worldwide network of ground-based detectors is under development, future missions
such as LISA [4, 5] and (B-)DECIGO/BBO [6–8] 1 will bring gravitational-wave physics into
space. The performances of the LISA Pathfinder spacecraft, a proof-of-concept technological
mission for a future gravitational-wave antenna in space, exceeded all expectations [10]. An
important class of sources for those space-based observatories is inspiralling compact-object
binaries with a large hierarchy of masses, dubbed extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) [11].
Owing to the large mass ratios of these sources, the effects of radiation reaction are weak,
such that many orbital (and gravitational wave) cycles will occur in the observable frequency
band of detectors before the inspiral ends. This will provide unparalleled precision to probe
the near-horizon spacetime region [12] and to test general relativity in the strong-field regime
[13], and allow measuring the astrophysical parameters of the sources (including the masses
and spins) with exquisite accuracy [14]. However, in order to extract such information about
the black hole geometry, it is necessary to develop highly accurate theoretical templates of the
waveforms [15, 16]. (Much progress has already been achieved towards this objective; see for
instance Ref. [17] and references therein.) This, in turn, requires a detailed understanding of
the long-term radiative evolution of the orbital phase, for generic orbits around astrophysical
Kerr black holes.
The program to develop template waveforms for EMRIs based on black hole perturbation
theory is motivated by the initial success in studying linear perturbations of the Kerr geome-
try [18]. That theory was first used to compute the fluxes of energy and angular momentum
due to the emission of gravitational waves [19] (see also Refs. [20, 21] and references therein),
from which the average rates of change of the energy and angular momentum of the orbital
motion of the smaller body can be inferred. More recently, the formalism required to calcu-
late the rate of change of the particle’s Carter constant [22], the third constant of motion in
Kerr spacetime, was developed [23, 24] and implemented [25–28]; see also Refs. [29, 30].
However, the knowledge of the rates of change of the constants of motion, which are no
longer constant once the effects of radiation reaction are taken into account [27, 31–33], is not
enough to devise sufficiently accurate predictions for the waveforms. The knowledge of the
local gravitational self-force affecting the motion of the small compact body is necessary. The
original expression for the gravitational self-force, as established in Refs. [34, 35], was rather
formal and difficult to evaluate explicitly. Later, several practical methods for computing
the self-force have been proposed [36–43] and successfully implemented in the Schwarzschild
case [44–50] and the Kerr case [51–53]. See Refs. [54–58] for recent reviews.
In the context of self-forced orbital evolution, it is convenient to split the self-force into a
dissipative component and a conservative component. At linear order in the mass ratio, the
former is obtained from the half-retarded minus half-advanced metric perturbation, which is
free from the issue of the divergence of the self-field at the particle’s location. The latter is the
self-force mediated by the time-symmetric metric perturbation, i.e., the half-retarded plus
half-advanced one, regularized by subtracting a properly chosen singular piece that diverges
1 B-DECIGO was previously known as Pre-DECIGO [9].
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along the orbit [59]. Indeed, detailed analyses reveal that the dissipative part of the first-
order self-force is responsible for the average rates of change of the constants of motion, and
that accuracy requirements for EMRI waveforms demand the knowledge of the conservative
part of the self-force to first order in the mass ratio, as well as the dissipative part up to
second order [60–63]. The impact of a resonance, when the frequencies of the radial and polar
motions are in a small integer ratio [64–66], must also be taken into account. Although every
EMRI with a large eccentricity is expected to pass through at least one low-order resonance
as it sweeps through the frequency band of LISA [67, 68], a resonance is not expected to
be sustained for a long period of time [69], so the first-order conservative self-force and the
second-order dissipative self-force will be highly relevant to construct sufficiently accurate
templates. The formalism required to compute the second-order self-force has recently been
developed [70–72], and its implementation is currently underway [73–75].
In this paper, we focus on the effects of the first-order conservative self-force on a particle’s
motion in a Kerr background spacetime, i.e., we consider the self-field mediated by the time-
symmetric part of the Green function. Beyond the long-term objective of devising accurate
template waveforms for EMRIs, the conservative self-force dynamics provides “exact” results
in a particular limit of the general relativistic two-body problem. Indeed, over recent years,
self-force theory has been used to compute various quantities that characterize post-geodesic,
conservative effects on the strong-field dynamics of compact binary systems, at linear order
in the mass ratio, such as the “redshift” variable [45, 46, 51, 76], the frequencies of innermost
stable circular orbits [77, 78], the circular-orbit periastron advance [79–81], the geodetic spin
precession frequency [82, 83], as well as tidal invariants [84, 85]. Such results provide accurate
strong-field benchmarks for comparisons to the predictions from post-Newtonian calculations
[86] and full numerical-relativity simulations [87], and help refine semi-analytical models of
inspiralling compact-object binaries over the full range of parameters, e.g. effective-one body
models [88, 89], thus stimulating synergy between gravitational self-force theory and other
approaches to the dynamics of compact binaries in general relativity [90–100].
Since those approximation methods and numerical techniques employ different coordinate
systems to perform explicit calculations, such comparisons crucially rely on the use of gauge-
invariant (physical) quantities. However, although both analytical and numerical self-force
calculations are now performed with extremely high accuracy [52, 53, 101–103], the self-force
at a given moment of time does not (in general) have any gauge-invariant meaning [104–106].
Therefore, one of the main challenges of this synergy is to devise a systematic framework
allowing one to identify gauge-invariant quantities and relationships that characterize the
conservative self-force effects on the generic orbital motion of a particle in Kerr spacetime.
B. Summary
In this paper, we address this challenge by formulating a Hamiltonian description of the
conservative self-force dynamics of a particle in Kerr spacetime, at linear order in the small
mass ratio. Our approach is based on the self-consistent formulation of self-forced motion, as
reviewed e.g. in Ref. [57], together with a description of the particle’s motion as geodesic in a
certain smooth effective spacetime, in terms of (generalized) action-angle variables [62, 107].
One of the main goals of this paper is to identify the gauge-invariant pieces of information
that are contained in the conservative self-force. Having clarified the role played by the gauge
freedom in the Hamiltonian dynamics, we identify the quantities that characterize the gauge-
invariant effects of the conservative self-force on the orbital motion. As expected, we find that
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the three aforementioned constants of motion lose their gauge-invariant meaning once the
self-force effect is taken into account. On the contrary, the long-time averaged frequencies of
the radial, azimuthal angle, and zenithal angle oscillations, as well as the so-called “redshift”
variable, are all proven to be gauge invariant for the conservative dynamics.
Another objective of this paper is to use the gauge freedom to simplify the description of
the conservative self-force dynamics. Indeed, in order to account for the long-time evolution
of an orbit subject to the conservative self-force, an appropriate definition of the constants
of motion is needed, by specifying the gauge. In this paper, we prove the existence of a
class of “canonical” gauges in which the entire effect of the conservative self-force on the
particle’s motion is described by means of an (integrable) effective Hamiltonian, written
solely in terms of action variables that are conserved along the orbit.
As a first application of this effective Hamiltonian, we derive a simple formula yielding the
conservative self-force correction to the orbital frequencies of Kerr innermost stable spherical
orbits (ISSOs),2 in terms of a gauge-invariant “redshift” variable. Because the concept of an
ISSO is gauge invariant, its frequency shift likewise has a gauge-invariant meaning. Moreover
this effective Hamiltonian allows us to establish a “first law of mechanics” for black-hole-
particle binary systems, which is valid at linear order beyond the test-mass approximation,
without assuming any expansion with respect to the spin of the background black hole or
the velocity of the satellite particle. Interestingly, this Hamiltonian first law is analogous to
the various first laws of binary mechanics that were previously established in the context of
arbitrary mass-ratio compact binaries [110–113]. This part of our analysis also provides a
detailed account of our short report [78], where the formula for ISSOs and the first law were
established in the circular equatorial orbit case, without giving the details of the derivations.
Independently, Vines and Flanagan [114] have recently proven that, for generic stable
bound orbits in a Schwarzschild background, the dynamics of a point mass subject to the
conservative piece of the osculating-geodesic-sourced self-force [115] is Hamiltonian and inte-
grable. The question of whether this result extends to the Kerr case was left open, primarily
due to an incomplete understanding of the gauge freedom in the dynamical system and com-
plications arising in the case of resonant orbits. Earlier work on a Hamiltonian formulation
of the geodesic motion of a test particle in quasi-Kerr spacetimes and the self-forced motion
of a particle in a Schwarzschild background can also be found in Refs. [116, 117].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we specify the Hamiltonian,
which is the sum of a background and an interaction Hamiltonian, in terms of generalized
action-angle variables. In Sec. III, we show that for generic orbits there is no secular growth
of the action variables under the effect of the conservative piece of the self-force. In Sec. IV,
we discuss the gauge transformations of various variables, and identify gauge-invariant quan-
tities and relations. In Sec. V, the effective Hamiltonian is obtained in a class of gauges that
can be chosen consistently. In Sec. VI, we discuss in details the consistency and the regular-
ity of gauge transformations in the equatorial and spherical orbit limits. We then identify
the ISSO condition for general inclined orbits in Sec. VII, and derive a “first law” of binary
mechanics in Sec. VIII. Section IX is devoted to a summary of this work and a discussion
of future prospects.
A number of technical topics are relegated to appendices: the particular case of resonant
orbits is discussed in App. A, a scaling transformation used throughout this work is related
to the reparameterization invariance of the particle’s action in App. B, further details on our
2 Spherical orbits are also known as circular (inclined) orbits of constant Boyer-Lindquist coordinate ra-
dius [108, 109].
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special gauge choice are given in App. C, and the Fourier decompositions of the interaction
Hamiltonian and the canonical variables are presented in App. D.
Throughout this paper we use geometrized units G = c = 1, as well as a metric signature
(−,+,+,+). Greek indices α, β, µ, ν, . . . denote coordinate components in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) and parenthesis around indices are used for the totally symmetric part
of a given tensor. The mass of the background Kerr black hole is M , that of the particle
is µ, and the mass ratio is η ≡ µ/M . The symbol ≃ is used to denote an equality that is
satisfied exactly in the test-mass limit, but only approximately so in the perturbative case.
II. HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS OF A POINT PARTICLE’S MOTION IN THE
PERTURBED KERR GEOMETRY
We consider the motion of a point particle with mass µ in a Kerr background spacetime,
while taking into account the effects of the conservative part of the gravitational self-force.
Using standard Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ), the Kerr metric of mass M ≫ µ and
spin S ≡ aM reads
g(0)µν dx
µdxν =−
(
1− 2Mr
Σ
)
dt2 − 4Mar sin
2 θ
Σ
dt dφ+
Σ
∆
dr2
+ Σdθ2 +
(
r2 + a2 +
2Ma2r
Σ
sin2 θ
)
sin2 θ dφ2 , (2.1)
where
Σ ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ , (2.2a)
∆ ≡ r2 − 2Mr + a2 . (2.2b)
The Kerr metric possesses two Killing vectors χµ(t) and χ
µ
(φ), as well as one irreducible Killing
tensor Kµν , which are given by
χµ(t) ≡ (∂t)µ = (1, 0, 0, 0) , (2.3a)
χµ(φ) ≡ (∂φ)µ = (0, 0, 0, 1) , (2.3b)
Kµν ≡ 2Σ ℓ(µnν) + r2gµν(0) , (2.3c)
where ℓµ ≡ (r2 + a2,∆, 0, a) /∆ and nµ ≡ (r2 + a2,−∆, 0, a) /(2Σ) are two radial null com-
ponents of the Kinnersley tetrad. In this paper, we discuss only bound orbits, whose radial
and polar motions are restricted in the regions rmin 6 r 6 rmax and θmin 6 θ 6 π − θmin,
respectively.
At first order in the mass ratio η, the motion of the particle is accelerated with respect to
the background Kerr metric, under the effect of the gravitational self-force. Equivalently, this
motion can be described as being geodesic in a properly regularized effective metric given by
g
(0)
µν (x)+h
(R)
µν (x; γ). Here γ denotes the source orbit and h
(R)
µν = O(η) is the (regular) R-part
of the metric perturbation, a specific vacuum solution of the linearized Einstein equation,
obtained by subtracting from the retarded metric perturbation a singular piece that can be
specified from local information about the orbit [34, 59, 118, 119]. See Refs. [70, 71] for an
extension of the definition of h
(R)
µν to second order in η.
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In this paper, we restrict our attention to the conservative part of the first-order self-force.
In this context, the conservative self-force refers to the force mediated by the time-symmetric
part of the metric perturbation (= “half retarded” + “half advanced” metric perturbation).
Given a fixed source orbit γ, we denote the properly regularized time-symmetric part of the
metric perturbation simply by hµν(x; γ), for brevity. Thus, we consider the geodesic motion
of a particle in the effective metric
gµν(x; γ) ≡ g(0)µν (x) + hµν(x; γ) . (2.4)
We note that the source orbit γ can be expanded in powers of the small mass ratio η around
the neighboring “osculating” geodesic [57, 115]. Although this osculating geodesic deviates
secularly from the true (physical) orbit—because, for example, of the loss of energy through
gravitational radiation—, we show in Sec. III that no such secular deviation occurs in the
conservative setup. This osculating geodesic is different from the true orbit γ, but the devi-
ation remains small everywhere, and contributes only at higher orders in the perturbation,
which is beyond the scope of this paper.
To discuss the geodesic motion of the particle in this effective metric, we adopt the frame-
work of four-dimensional Hamiltonian mechanics [22, 62, 107]. The canonical Hamiltonian
of a particle of mass µ following geodesic motion in the metric (2.4) is
H(x, u; γ) ≡ 1
2
gµν(x; γ) uµuν , (2.5)
where we indicated explicitly the functional dependence on the source trajectory γ. Hamil-
ton’s equations for the canonical position xµ and momentum uµ then read
x˙ν =
(
∂H
∂uν
)
x
, u˙ν = −
(
∂H
∂xν
)
u
, (2.6)
where the overdot stands for the derivative with respect to the proper time τ , as measured in
the effective metric (2.4). An action principle associated to the Hamiltonian (2.5) is discussed
in App. B. Substituting for the Hamiltonian (2.5) into Hamilton’s equations of motion (2.6),
the canonical momentum uµ is found to be related to the four-velocity x˙
ν = dxν/dτ of the
particle by gµνuµ = x˙
ν . Thus, for physical orbits (on-shell), the canonical momentum has
to be normalized according to
gµνuµuν = −1 . (2.7)
Whenever we need to specify this geodesic or γ explicitly in terms of the canonical variables,
we will denote it as xµ(τ) and uµ(τ), with the argument τ associated explicitly.
We now expand the Hamiltonian (2.5) as
H = H(0)(x, u) +H(1)(x, u; γ) , (2.8)
which is the sum of the background Hamiltonian H(0)(x, u), simply given by the expression
(2.5) with the substitution gµν → gµν(0), and the interaction Hamiltonian (∝ η)
H(1)(x, u; γ) ≡ −1
2
hµν(x; γ) uµuν . (2.9)
The canonical variables evaluated along the orbit are expanded in a similar manner, namely
xµ(τ) = xµ(0)(τ) + x
µ
(1)(τ) and uµ(τ) = u
(0)
µ (τ) + u
(1)
µ (τ). Moreover, since we study first-order
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perturbations, thereafter we implicitly assume that all the variables are substituted by their
background values when the accuracy is sufficient.
To exploit the symmetries of the background Kerr spacetime, it is convenient to perform
a canonical transformation from the canonical variables (xµ, uµ) to the (generalized) action-
angle variables (wα, Jα) [62, 107]. We perform this canonical transformation in two steps.
The first step is the transformation from (xµ, uµ) to a new set of canonical coordinates
(Xµ, Pµ), such that the momenta Pµ become constants of motion for the geodesics in the
background Kerr geometry. Timelike geodesics in Kerr spacetime possess three independent
constants of motion, besides the normalization (2.7) of the four-velocity. Indeed, the Killing
vectors and the Killing tensor in (2.3) allow us to define the specific energy Eˆ, the specific
azimuthal angular momentum Lˆz, and the specific Carter constant Qˆ [22] as
Eˆ ≡ −χµ(t)uµ , Lˆz ≡ χµ(φ)uµ , Qˆ ≡ Kµνuµuν . (2.10)
These are all constant for the unperturbed Kerr geodesics. As a simple choice of Pµ, we set
3
P0 = − µˆ
2
2
≡ 1
2
gµν(0)uµuν , P1 = Eˆ , P2 = Lˆz , P3 = Qˆ . (2.11)
The generating function W (x, P ) for the canonical transformation from (xµ, uµ) to (X
µ, Pµ)
is the one obtained by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the timelike geodesics in
the background Kerr spacetime,
gµν(0)
∂W
∂xµ
∂W
∂xν
+ µˆ2 = 0 . (2.12)
The solution is given by [22]
W (x, P ) = −P1 t+ P2 φ+
∫ r √R(r′, P )
∆(r′)
dr′ +
∫ θ√
Θ(θ′, P ) dθ′ , (2.13)
with
R(r, P ) ≡ {(r2 + a2)P1 − aP2}2 −∆{P3 − 2P0r2} , (2.14a)
Θ(θ, P ) ≡ P3 − (aP1 − P2)2 +
{(
2P0 + P
2
1
)
a2 − P
2
2
sin2 θ
}
cos2 θ . (2.14b)
It should be understood that
√
R(r, P ) and
√
Θ(θ, P ) in (2.13) are positive (resp. negative)
when r˙ and θ˙ are positive (resp. negative). More precisely, one should think of two Riemann
surfaces for
√
R(r, P ) as a function of r, with the branch cuts extending from rmin to −∞
and from rmax to +∞. In its increasing phase, r is on one Riemann surface, while in its
decreasing phase it evolves on the other surface. The same is true for
√
Θ(θ, P ). Then, the
desired canonical transformation is specified as
uµ =
(
∂W
∂xµ
)
P
, Xµ =
(
∂W
∂Pµ
)
x
. (2.15)
3 Beware that µˆ is a dimensionless quantity, different from the rest mass µ of the particle. µˆ is one of the
canonical variables, while µ is just an external parameter.
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More explicitly, up to sign, we have
ut = −P1 , uφ = P2 , ur =
√
R(r, P )
∆(r)
, uθ =
√
Θ(θ, P ) , (2.16)
and the new coordinates Xµ are expressed as
X0 =
∫ r r′2√
R(r′, P )
dr′ +
∫ θ a2 cos2 θ′√
Θ(θ′, P )
dθ′ , (2.17a)
X1 = −t + 1
2
∫ r dr′
∆
√
R(r′, P )
∂R(r′, P )
∂P1
+
1
2
∫ θ dθ′√
Θ(θ′, P )
∂Θ(θ′, P )
∂P1
, (2.17b)
X2 = φ+
1
2
∫ r dr′
∆
√
R(r′, P )
∂R(r′, P )
∂P2
+
1
2
∫ θ dθ′√
Θ(θ′, P )
∂Θ(θ′, P )
∂P2
, (2.17c)
X3 = −1
2
∫ r dr′√
R(r′, P )
+
1
2
∫ θ dθ′√
Θ(θ′, P )
, (2.17d)
where the lower limits of integration for r and θ are rmin and θmin, respectively. Here, rmin
and θmin are functions of Pµ that give the second largest real zeros of R(r, P ) and Θ(θ, P ),
respectively. Since H ≃ P0, Hamilton’s equations of motion (2.6) imply X˙0 ≃ 1 and X˙ i ≃ 0
for i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, except for X0, the coordinates Xµ are also constants of motion for
background Kerr geodesics.
The next step is to transform from the phase-space coordinates (Xµ, Pµ) to the generalized
action-angle variables (wα, Jα), i.e., canonical coordinates that are well adapted to integrable
dynamical systems. For Kerr geodesics, the actions Jα =
1
2π
∮
uα dx
α are defined by [107]
Jt ≡ −P1 , Jφ ≡ P2 , Jr ≡ 1
2π
∮ √
R(r, P )
∆(r)
dr , Jθ ≡ 1
2π
∮ √
Θ(θ, P ) dθ , (2.18)
where
∮
denotes the integral over one cycle, namely twice the integral over the allowed region
of motion where both R(r, P ) and Θ(θ, P ) are positive. By definition, the action variables
are functions of Pµ only, i.e.,
Jα = Jα(P ) . (2.19)
Moreover, as shown in Ref. [107], the relation (2.19) can be inverted, yielding Pµ = Pµ(J).
Therefore, we are allowed to rewrite the generating function in Eq. (2.13) as
W(x, J) ≡ W (x, P (J)) , (2.20)
which generates the desired canonical transformation from (xµ, uµ) to (w
α, Jα). The angle
variables, the canonical variables conjugate to the actions, are defined by4
wα =
(
∂W
∂Jα
)
x
. (2.21)
It is important to recognize that the generating function W can be decomposed as
W(x, J) = tJt + φJφ + 2πN rJr + 2πN θJθ + W˜(r, θ, J) , (2.22)
4 As pointed out by Hinderer and Flanagan [62], there exists a freedom to redefine the origin of the angle
variables, as well as an ambiguity related to the choice of rotational frame. We define the angle variables
wα unambiguously by explicitly specifying the form of the generating function (2.20).
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where N r and N θ are integer parts of the cycles of radial and azimuthal oscillations, respec-
tively, and the function
W˜(r, θ, J) ≡
∫ r
rmin
√
R(r′, P (J))
∆(r′)
dr′ +
∫ θ
θmin
√
Θ(θ′, P (J)) dθ′ (2.23)
takes care only of the last incomplete cycle. It is a quadratic-valued function of r and θ, as
we distinguish the increasing and decreasing phases of r and θ. Using the above expression
for the generating function W, we obtain
wα = w˘α +
(
∂W˜
∂Jα
)
r,θ
, (2.24)
with
w˘t = t , w˘φ = φ , w˘r = 2πN r , w˘θ = 2πN θ . (2.25)
From this, we find that r and θ are both functions of wr, wθ and Jα, and are both periodic
with respect to wr and wθ with period 2π:
r(wr, wθ, J) = r(wr + 2N rπ, wθ + 2N θπ, J) , (2.26a)
θ(wr, wθ, J) = θ(wr + 2N rπ, wθ + 2N θπ, J) . (2.26b)
In terms of generalized action-angle variables, Hamilton’s canonical equations read
ωα ≡ w˙α =
(
∂H
∂Jα
)
w
, J˙α = −
(
∂H
∂wα
)
J
. (2.27)
For the background Kerr spacetime, the Hamiltonian is a function of the action variables
only, H(0) = H(0)(J), such that both J
(0)
α (τ) and ωα(0)(τ) ≡ (∂H(0)/∂Jα)|J=J(0)(τ) are constant.
However, we should stress that the arguments of H(0)(J) and ωα(0)(J) in Eq. (2.27) with (2.8)
are phase-space coordinates; they are not the on-shell solution Jα(τ) and are not truncated.
Before closing this section, we discuss the meaning of a shift of the initial values of the
angles wα(τ), especially for background Kerr geodesics. First, the change of the orbit induced
by a shift of the initial value wtI ≡ wt(τI) or wφI ≡ wφ(τI) of wt(τ) or wφ(τ) can be absorbed
by a shift of the origin of the coordinate t or φ, because of Eqs. (2.25). Therefore, such a
shift is physically irrelevant. By contrast, a shift of wrI ≡ wr(τI) or wθI ≡ wθ(τI) changes the
phase of the radial or the zenithal angle oscillation, as can be seen from Eqs. (2.26). Thus,
the change of the orbit induced by an infinitesimal shift of wrI or w
θ
I cannot be absorbed
by a corresponding infinitesimal shift of coordinates. However, for a generic orbit, we can
always find a total reflection point where both u
(0)
r (τ) and u
(0)
θ (τ) vanish simultaneously
to an arbitrarily high accuracy [23]. Hence, when we shift wrI or w
θ
I , the orbit will not be
different from the original orbit globally, if we also allow a shift of the origin of the proper
time τ . The above argument implies that a shift of the initial values of the angles wα is
irrelevant when a long-time average over the orbit is performed. This argument does not,
however, apply to resonant orbits, for which the ratio of the frequencies ωr(τ) and ωθ(τ) is
a rational number [60, 61, 64–69, 120, 121]. The special case of resonant orbits is discussed
in App. A, but we shall not discuss such orbits in the bulk of this paper, since generic orbits
are non-resonant.
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III. NO SECULAR CHANGE IN THE ACTION VARIABLES
In this section we show that, for generic (non-resonant) orbits, the action variables do not
evolve secularly when the motion is geodesic in the time-symmetric effective metric (2.4).
First, we note that the proper time derivative of the actions Jα can be split into two parts,
J˙α = 〈J˙α〉+ δJ˙α , (3.1)
where 〈J˙α〉 and δJ˙α are the time averaged and the oscillating components, respectively, and
the long-time average of the latter, 〈δJ˙α〉, vanishes by definition. More precisely, we define
the long-time average of a function f(x, u) along the orbit parameterized by τ as
〈f〉 ≡ lim
T→∞
1
2T
∫ T
−T
dτ f(x(0)(τ), u(0)(τ)) , (3.2)
where the quantity f is assumed to be manifestly of O(η). Thus, the orbit in the arguments
of f is replaced by the “neighboring” Kerr geodesic, neglecting the higher-order corrections
in the small mass ratio. Making use of Eqs. (2.9) and (2.27), the average rate of change of
the actions is then given by
〈J˙α〉 = −
〈(
∂H(1)
∂wα
)
J
〉
=
1
2
lim
T→∞
1
2T
∫ T
−T
dτ
[(
∂
∂wα
∫
dτ ′G
(
x, u; x(0)(τ ′), u(0)(τ ′)
))
J
]
x=x(0)(τ)
u=u(0)(τ)
, (3.3)
where we defined
G(x, u; x′, u′) ≡ µ uµuν Gµν ρσ(sym−S) (x; x′) u′ρu′σ . (3.4)
Here, Gµν ρσ(sym−S)(x; x
′) is the (regularized) symmetric part of the gravitational Green’s function
defined in terms of the retarded Green’s function Gµν ρσ(ret) (x; x
′), the advanced Green’s function
Gµν ρσ(adv)(x; x
′), and a certain (self/singular) S-part of the Green’s function Gµν ρσ(S) (x; x
′) [59] by
Gµν ρσ(sym−S)(x; x
′) ≡ 1
2
{
Gµν ρσ(ret) (x; x
′) +Gµν ρσ(adv)(x; x
′)
}
−Gµν ρσ(S) (x; x′) . (3.5)
It is symmetric in its arguments and pairs of indices, namely, Gµν ρσ(sym−S)(x; x
′) = Gρσ µν(sym−S)(x
′; x).
Throughout this paper, we assume the existence of Gµν ρσ(sym−S)(x; x
′) in any gauge where the
corresponding time-symmetric part of the metric perturbation hµν(x; γ) is well defined [106],
and we will only use this property of Gµν ρσ(sym−S)(x; x
′) without requiring its explicit expression.
5 As a result, since the source of the metric perturbation–the energy-momentum tensor of
the point mass–is proportional to uµuν, the expression (3.4) before differentiation with
respect to wα is symmetric under the exchange of τ and τ ′.
One can easily prove that the averaged quantity (3.3) vanishes as follows. Let us consider
the double integral over the trajectory of the time-symmetric Green’s function (3.4), namely
lim
T→∞
∫ T
−T
dτ
∫ T
−T
dτ ′G
(
x(0)(τ), u(0)(τ); x(0)(τ ′), u(0)(τ ′)
)
. (3.6)
5 The general explicit form of the Green’s function (3.5) requires to make a gauge choice for hµν(x; γ). For
instance, assuming that x is in the normal convex neighborhood of x′, the method to explicitly construct
G
µν ρσ
(sym−S)(x;x
′) in the Lorenz gauge is described in details in Sec. 16.2 of Ref. [55].
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In this expression, it is enough to substitute the background trajectory γ(0) because Eq. (3.6)
is already O(η). As mentioned in the previous section, a shift of the initial phases wαI does
not cause any physically relevant change. Thus, the total derivative of Eq. (3.6) with respect
to the initial values wαI must vanish. This means that
0 = lim
T→∞
∫ T
−T
dτ
∫ T
−T
dτ ′
(
∂
∂wα
+
∂
∂w′α
)
G(x, u; x′, u′)
∣∣∣∣x=x(0)(τ), x′=x(0)(τ ′)
u=u(0)(τ), u′=u(0)(τ ′)
= 2 lim
T→∞
∫ T
−T
dτ
∫ T
−T
dτ ′
∂
∂wα
G(x, u; x′, u′)
∣∣∣∣x=x(0)(τ), x′=x(0)(τ ′)
u=u(0)(τ), u′=u(0)(τ ′)
, (3.7)
where we used the symmetry property G(x, u; x′, u′) = G(x′, u′; x, u) of the Green’s function
(3.4) in the second equality. Thus, we find that 〈J˙α〉 = 0, i.e., there is no secular change in
the actions under the effect of the conservative self-force. We note, however, that the above
argument does not apply for resonant orbits, which we discuss separately in App. A.
While the conservative self-force setup effectively “turns off” the gravitational radiation,
our result (3.7) is not trivial and should not be confused with that based on the usual balance
argument in the context of gravitational radiation reaction [122]. Going back to Eqs. (2.18),
an absence of secular change in Jt and Jφ is naturally expected because these variables are
directly related to the Killing vectors (2.3a) and (2.3b) of the background Kerr spacetime.
However, this is not the case for Jr and Jθ, which involve the Killing tensor (2.3c) through
Carter’s constant P3 = Qˆ [recall Eq. (2.11) above]. Indeed, there is no known conservation
law associated with this Killing tensor, and a “Carter-constant balance argument” does not
work to obtain Eq. (3.7).
IV. GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION
As is now well-established, any description of the self-forced motion can be altered by a
gauge transformation [104–106]. In this section, we clarify how our Hamiltonian formulation
of self-forced motion depends inherently on one’s choice of gauge, discussing the action of
gauge transformations of the form x¯µ = xµ + ξµ(x) on several variables.
Under such a gauge transformation, the metric transforms as
δξgµν(x) ≡ g¯µν(x)− gµν(x) = −2ξ(µ;ν) , (4.1)
where the semicolon (; ) denotes the covariant differentiation associated with the background
metric g
(0)
µν . Importantly, to avoid any spurious secular deviation from the original orbit, we
restrict the generator ξµ to remain small everywhere in spacetime.
We also introduce a different symbol δˆξ to denote the shifts of quantities that are evaluated
along an arbitrary trajectory parameterized by the proper time τ . The action of this gauge
transformation on the orbit xµ(τ) is obviously given by
δˆξx
µ(τ) ≡ x¯µ(τ)− xµ(τ) = ξµ . (4.2)
It should be noted that we take the difference for the same value of τ here. Along the orbit,
the metric and the inverse metric transform as
δˆξgµν(τ) ≡ g¯µν(x¯(τ))− gµν(x(τ)) = −2g(0)ρ(µ ξρ,ν) , (4.3a)
δˆξg
µν(τ) ≡ g¯µν(x¯(τ))− gµν(x(τ)) = 2gρ(µ(0) ξν),ρ . (4.3b)
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In the above, the colon (, ) denotes the ordinary partial derivative, and not the covariant one,
because the location at which we evaluate the metric also shifts under this transformation.
To find the transformation of the canonical momentum uµ = gµν x˙
ν , we combine Eq. (4.3a)
with δˆξx˙
µ(τ) = ˙¯xµ(τ)− x˙µ(τ) = ξ˙µ(x(τ)) = x˙ρξµ,ρ to obtain
δˆξuµ(τ) = −uνξν ,µ . (4.4)
Since the trajectory that we consider is arbitrary, the above transformation for (xµ, uµ) can
be viewed as the coordinate transformation in phase space. In this sense, the transformation
of uµ can be understood as the ordinary gauge transformation of a constant one-form field.
Moreover, by introducing the function
Ξ(x, u) ≡ uµξµ(x) (4.5)
of the phase-space coordinates (xµ, uµ), the above gauge transformation can also be under-
stood as the infinitesimal canonical transformation induced by the generator (4.5). Indeed,
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.4) can be rewritten as
δˆξx
µ =
(
∂Ξ
∂uµ
)
x
, δˆξuµ = −
(
∂Ξ
∂xµ
)
u
. (4.6)
Therefore, a gauge transformation in four-dimensional spacetime is equivalently realized as
an infinitesimal canonical transformation in eight-dimensional phase space.
A. Transformation of the actions Jα
We now examine how the action-angle variables (wα, Jα) are affected by the gauge trans-
formation (4.1). First, we focus on the action variables. We will show that one can eliminate
the oscillating component of Jα by a gauge transformation, and that the averaged part of
Jα can also be changed freely, except for one constraint corresponding to the value of 〈P0〉
along the orbit.
The transformation of the action variables Jα is straightforwardly obtained as
δˆξJα =
(
∂Jα
∂xµ
)
u
δˆξx
µ +
(
∂Jα
∂uµ
)
x
δˆξuµ
= −
(
∂uµ
∂wα
)
J
(
∂Ξ
∂uµ
)
x
−
(
∂xµ
∂wα
)
J
(
∂Ξ
∂xµ
)
u
= −
(
∂Ξ
∂wα
)
J
, (4.7)
where we used Eq. (4.6). To understand how much freedom we have in changing the values of
the actions Jα by the gauge transformation, it is more convenient to work with the equivalent
set of variables Pµ [recall Eq. (2.19)]. By making use of the identities(
∂Pν
∂xµ
)
P
=
(
∂Pν
∂uρ
)
x
(
∂uρ
∂xµ
)
P
+
(
∂Pν
∂xµ
)
u
= 0 , (4.8a)(
∂Ξ
∂xµ
)
P
=
(
∂Ξ
∂uρ
)
x
(
∂uρ
∂xµ
)
P
+
(
∂Ξ
∂xµ
)
u
, (4.8b)(
∂uρ
∂xµ
)
P
=
(
∂2W
∂xµ∂xρ
)
P
=
(
∂uµ
∂xρ
)
P
, (4.8c)
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the gauge transformation of the constants of motion Pν can be written as
δˆξPν = −Qµ(ν)
(
∂Ξ
∂xµ
)
P
, with Qµ(ν) ≡
(
∂Pν
∂uµ
)
x
=
(
uµ,−χµ(t), χµ(φ), 2uρKρµ
)
. (4.9)
First of all, by construction the matrix Qµ(ν) is non-degenerate. Indeed, at a generic point
along the orbit, one can shift the phase-space coordinates Pν(x, u) by changing uµ, except at
reflection points where ur or uθ vanishes. Thus, as long as one can vary the four components
of (∂Ξ/∂xµ)P freely, Pν can also be shifted as desired. While Qµ(ν) becomes degenerate at the
reflection points, the r and θ components of (∂Ξ/∂xµ)P diverge at these points. Because of
this, the degrees of freedom to shift Pν are not reduced there. The only constraint for δˆξPν
comes from the averaged part of P0 along the orbit, which is gauge invariant. Indeed, from
Eq. (4.9) the transformation of P0 is given by δˆξP0|γ = −Ξ˙, which implies
δˆξ〈P0〉 = −
〈
Ξ˙
〉
= − lim
T→∞
1
2T
∫ T
−T
dτ Ξ˙ = lim
T→∞
1
2T
[Ξ(−T )− Ξ(T )] . (4.10)
Since the factor in square brackets on the right-hand side must remain small—recall that we
require the generator ξµ of the gauge transformation to remain small everywhere—, while
1/(2T ) vanishes in the limit where T →∞, we find that δˆξ〈P0〉 = 0.
In summary, except for the value of 〈P0〉 along the orbit, one can change Pµ, and thus Jα,
freely at the level of first-order perturbations, by making use of the gauge transformations.
B. Transformation of the angles wα
Wemove on to the gauge transformation of the angle variables wα. Here, we will show that
the oscillating part of the frequencies ωα ≡ w˙α can be eliminated by a gauge transformation.
The gauge transformation of the angle variables wα is given by
δˆξw
α =
(
∂wα
∂xµ
)
u
δˆξx
µ +
(
∂wα
∂uµ
)
x
δˆξuµ
=
(
∂uµ
∂Jα
)
w
(
∂Ξ
∂uµ
)
x
+
(
∂xµ
∂Jα
)
w
(
∂Ξ
∂xµ
)
u
=
(
∂Ξ
∂Jα
)
w
, (4.11)
where we used Eqs. (2.21) and (4.6). Alternatively, it is also instructive, using Eqs. (2.24)
and (2.25), to write this gauge transformation in the form
δˆξw
t = δˆξt +
∂2W˜
∂Jα∂Jt
δˆξJα +
∂2W˜
∂xµ∂Jt
δˆξx
µ , (4.12)
with similar expressions for the three other angle variables.
Now, we will establish that the oscillating part of ωα = w˙α can be freely changed by the
gauge transformation. Let us assume that we have already used gauge degrees of freedom
to specify Jα (or equivalently Pµ), so that δˆξJα is given. Then, from Eq. (4.12) the gauge
transformation of the angles wα is completely specified by ξµ = δˆξx
µ, without differentiation.
However, we recall that the value of Ξ = uµξ
µ, which is a projection of ξµ, is already specified
along the orbit, up to an integration constant. Thus, once δˆξJα has been given, only three
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out of the four components of ξµ(τ) are linearly independent. While this restriction seems
to imply that it is not possible to freely change the oscillating part of all the frequencies ωα
by using the remaining gauge degrees of freedom, this restriction is in fact compensated by
a gauge-independent identity obeyed by ωα, as we now establish.
To do so, we notice that for a generic timelike geodesic in the effective metric (2.4), the
following normalization must hold:
−1 = uµx˙µ = uµ
(
∂xµ
∂Jα
)
w
J˙α+uµ
(
∂xµ
∂wα
)
J
w˙α = −uµ
(
∂wα
∂uµ
)
x
J˙α+uµ
(
∂Jα
∂uµ
)
x
w˙α . (4.13)
To simplify the right-hand side of this expression, we consider the particular scaling transfor-
mation (xµ, uµ)→ (xµ, λuµ) of the canonical variables, first introduced in Ref. [62].6 Then,
from the definitions (2.18), (2.20) and (2.21) of the actions Jα, the generating function W
and the angles wα, we find that those quantities scale as
Jα(λ) = λ Jα(1) , (4.14a)
W(λ) = λW(1) , (4.14b)
wα(λ) = λ0wα(1) . (4.14c)
Similarly, under that scaling transformation, we note that H(0) scales as H(0)(λ) = λ2H(0)(1)
and hence that ωα(0) scales as ω
α
(0)(λ) = λω
α
(0)(1). From w˙
α = ωα, this implies that the affine
parameter τ should scale as τ(λ) = τ(1)/λ, and thus that µˆ(λ) = λ µˆ(1). In particular, the
scaling relations (4.14a) and (4.14c) imply the identities
uµ
(
∂Jα
∂uµ
)
x
=
dJα
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=1
= Jα , (4.15a)
uµ
(
∂wα
∂uµ
)
x
=
dwα
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=1
= 0 , (4.15b)
which are particular cases of Euler’s theorem for homogeneous functions. Substituting those
identities into the normalization condition (4.13), we obtain the following key constraint on
the frequencies ωα:
− 1 = w˙αJα = ωαJα . (4.16)
This result was previously established in the test-particle limit in Ref. [123]. Since the origin
of this constraint can be traced back to Eq. (4.13), thereafter we will refer to Eq. (4.16) as
the normalization condition for the action-angle variables.
Because the relation (4.16) holds independently of the gauge choice, it is clear that ωαJα
is the gauge-invariant linear combination of ωα for fixed Jα, and the constraint on the gauge
transformation mentioned above is simply Jα δˆξω
α = 0, thus allowing us to express one of
the changes δˆξω
α as a function of the three others. As a result, one can choose a convenient
gauge in which all the frequencies ωα are constant, eliminating the oscillating components.
6 As shown in App. B, this scaling transformation derives from the standard reparameterization invariance
of the affinely-parameterized, four-dimensional particle action associated to the Hamiltonian (2.5).
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C. Gauge invariance of 〈ωα〉 and 〈H(1)〉
Next, we establish that the averaged piece of each of the four frequencies, 〈ωα〉, is gauge
invariant. To do so, we will not need the explicit form of the gauge transformation of ωα = w˙α
itself. Instead, we only need to notice that, as long as the gauge vector ξµ(τ) remains small
along the orbit, the gauge transformation of wt in (4.12) remains small as well. This follows
from the definition (2.23) of W˜, which prevents any secular growth, because it takes care
only of the last incomplete cycle of the radial and polar motion. The same argument holds
as well for the other angle variables.
Still, at first glance the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11) looks divergent at the turning points
of the orbit, where ur(τ) = 0 or uθ(τ) = 0, and thus δˆξw
α appears ill-defined there. We can
show that there is no divergence at the turning points as follows. First, we should recall
that in the expression (4.11) for δˆξw
α, the partial derivative is taken at fixed wβ. At the
turning points, ur = 0 or uθ = 0 holds irrespective of the values of Jα there. Therefore, the
derivatives of ur or uθ with respect to Jα, that are contained in the definition of Ξ, simply
vanish. Thus, there is no divergence in (∂Ξ/∂Jα)w.
As a consequence of the above argument, we can prove that the long-time averages of the
frequencies are gauge invariant. Indeed, the gauge transformation of the long-time average
〈ωα〉 is evaluated as
δˆξ〈ωα〉 = 〈δˆξωα〉 = lim
T→∞
1
2T
[
δˆξw
α(T )− δˆξwα(−T )
]
= 0 . (4.17)
Finally, we discuss the transformation of the interaction Hamiltonian, H(1)(x, u; γ). Since
the Hamiltonian H(x, u; γ) is a scalar, it is invariant under the transformation induced by
Eqs. (4.2)–(4.4):
δˆξH(x(τ), u(τ); γ) ≡ H¯(x¯(τ), u¯(τ); γ)−H(x(τ), u(τ); γ) = 0 . (4.18)
Remembering the perturbative split (2.8) of the Hamiltonian, the above condition leads to
the following transformation for H(1):
δˆξH
(1) ≡ H¯(1)(x¯(τ), u¯(τ); γ)−H(1)(x(τ), u(τ); γ) = −[H(0)(x¯(τ), u¯(τ))−H(0)(x(τ), u(τ))]
= −
(
∂H(0)
∂xµ
)
u
δˆξx
µ −
(
∂H(0)
∂uµ
)
x
δˆξuµ = u˙µ
(
∂Ξ
∂uµ
)
x
+ x˙µ
(
∂Ξ
∂xµ
)
u
= Ξ˙ , (4.19)
where we used Hamilton’s equations (2.6) together with the formulas (4.6). Hence, the gauge
transformation of the long-time average of the interaction Hamiltonian is obtained as
δˆξ〈H(1)〉 = 〈δˆξH(1)〉 = lim
T→∞
1
2T
[Ξ(T )− Ξ(−T )] = 0 , (4.20)
because Ξ = uµξ
µ must remain bounded. Therefore, just like the averaged frequencies, the
averaged interaction Hamiltonian is gauge invariant.
D. Meaning of 〈ωα〉 and role of the conservative self-force
We proved that the oscillating part of the actions Jα and frequencies ω
α can be eliminated
by a gauge transformation, while the averaged frequencies and the averaged rates of change
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of the actions are gauge invariant. To illustrate the significance of this last result, consider
the long-time averaged part of Hamilton’s equations (2.27), namely
〈ωα〉 = 〈ωα(0)(J)〉+
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
〉
, 〈J˙α〉 = 0 . (4.21)
In particular, the first equation shows that the effect of the interaction Hamiltonian H(1)—or
the conservative self-force—in Hamilton’s equations is to shift the values of the long-time
averaged frequencies, for given values of the actions.
1. Physical interpretation of the averaged frequencies 〈ωα〉
We proved that the long-time averaged frequencies 〈ωα〉 are gauge invariant. In this sub-
section, we present an argument that allows us to relate these frequencies to the observable
frequencies of orbits that are encoded, for instance, in the gravitational waveform.
Our claim is that the angle variables wi (with i = r, θ, φ) have a definite physical meaning
as the phases of the orbital motion, even in the perturbed spacetime. Here the orbit has,
of course, the usual gauge ambiguity of O(ηM). Conversely, one can state that the orbital
motion in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates has a definite physical meaning if we neglect the error
O(ηM) in the position. Consider for instance the radial motion. Given this gauge ambiguity,
it is natural to extend the concepts of periastron rmin and apastron rmax, which are zeros of
the function R(r, P (J)) in Eq. (2.14), as functions of the actions Jα, to their neighborhoods
whose size is larger than O(ηM), but much less than O(M). Even if the actions Jα fluctuate
along the trajectory at relative O(η) due to the gauge ambiguity, the neighborhoods of rmin
and rmax do not vary much, and this fluctuation can always be absorbed into the extended
periastron and apastron. Thus, we can define the period of radial oscillations as the proper
time elapsed before returning to the neighborhood of rmin, after having left that of rmin and
going through that of rmax. This period, as measured in the proper time along the orbit, is
on average nothing but 2π/ωr. The frequencies ωθ and ωφ can be discussed along similar
lines. On the other hand, it is clear that 〈ωt〉 = 〈dt/dτ〉 gives the ratio between the proper
time for the asymptotic observer, t, and that along the orbit, τ .
Then, making use of the gauge-invariant part of the frequencies, namely 〈ωα〉, we define
the frequencies of radial, zenithal angle and azimuthal angle oscillations for the motion in
the perturbed spacetime as
Ωi ≡ 〈ω
i〉
〈ωt〉 , (i = r, θ, φ) . (4.22)
Importantly, the definition of these orbital frequencies is tied to the properties of the angles
(2.21), and as such does not depend on one’s choice of gauge for the metric perturbation.
2. Effects of the conservative self-force
Next, we discuss the information that is contained in the conservative part of the self-force
itself, without specifying the gauge for the metric perturbation. In particular, we clarify the
meaning of the frequency change (∂H(1)/∂Jα)w in Eqs. (2.27) and (4.21).
The fact that the actions Jα can be changed freely by a gauge transformation [modulo the
constraint (4.16)], as we have established in this section, might be rather disappointing. As
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we have seen, the gauge-invariant effects of the conservative self-force in Hamilton’s equations
appear only in the shift of the averaged frequencies: the first equation in Eq. (4.21) provides
the relation between Jα and 〈ωα〉. However, we proved that the actions Jα do not have any
gauge-invariant meaning. In fact, under a gauge transformation the right-hand side of the
first equation in (2.27) transforms as(
∂H
∂Jα
)
w
= ωα(0)(J) +
(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
→ ωα(0)(J¯) +
(
∂H¯(1)
∂J¯α
)
w
. (4.23)
On the other hand, we proved that the long-time average of the left-hand side of this equation
is gauge invariant. Thus, we have
〈ωα(0)(J)〉+
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
〉
= 〈ωα(0)(J¯)〉+
〈(
∂H¯(1)
∂J¯α
)
w
〉
, (4.24)
which implies 〈(
∂H¯(1)
∂J¯α
)
w
〉
=
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
〉
−Mαβ(J (0)) 〈δˆξJβ〉 , (4.25)
where Mαβ is a symmetric matrix—known as the dynamical matrix in the theory of dynam-
ical systems—defined by
Mαβ(J) ≡ ∂ω
α
(0)
∂Jβ
=
∂2H(0)
∂Jα∂Jβ
. (4.26)
Equation (4.25) has four components, but one of them should be equivalent to the gauge
transformation of the constraint (4.16). As a result the shifts of frequencies (∂H(1)/∂Jα)w as
functions of Jα will not have any physical meaning, even in the sense of a long-time average,
unless we specify the gauge for the metric perturbation so as not to allow an arbitrary shift
of the averaged actions 〈Jα〉.
3. Gauge-invariant relationship
Although we cannot use the action variables Jα to discuss a gauge-invariant relationship—
except for the normalisation condition (4.16)—still, for general orbits there is a non-trivial
gauge-invariant relation. This is because an orbit can be specified, for instance, by the three
spatial actions Ji (with i = r, θ, φ), with Jt given as a function of the Ji by Eq. (4.16), while
there are four gauge-invariant frequencies 〈ωα〉. The resulting gauge-invariant relationship
is the averaged redshift variable,7
z ≡
〈
dt
dτ
〉−1
=
〈
dwt
dτ
〉−1
=
1
〈ωt〉 , (4.27)
expressed as a function of the three frequencies Ωi in Eq. (4.22). Therefore, unless we specify
gauge conditions for the metric perturbation itself, our Hamiltonian analysis suggests that
there should be no additional (independent) gauge-invariant relationship for generic orbits of
7 This gauge-invariant relationship was first introduced in Ref. [45], in the context of circular orbits in a
Schwarzschild background. It has since then been computed for generic (bound) orbits [80, 99], and for
equatorial orbits in a Kerr background [52].
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a structureless point particle in a Kerr background. This agrees with the conclusion reached
in Ref. [124], in the particular case of circular orbits in a Schwarzschild background. Further
non-trivial gauge-invariant relationships would appear only when considering extra degrees
of freedom for the point particle, such as tidal invariants as functions of the frequencies Ωi
[84, 85, 124, 125]. Our observation also suggests that, for given frequencies Ωi, the redshift
(4.27) should be related to the gauge-invariant, long-term averaged interaction Hamiltonian
〈H(1)〉. We will establish such a relation in Sec. VIIA below.
4. Equatorial orbits and spherical orbits
To conclude this section, we comment on two special classes of orbits, namely equatorial
orbits, defined by the condition Jθ = 0, and spherical (inclined or circular) orbits, defined by
the condition Jr = 0. A generic orbit is characterized by three independent frequencies Ω
i,
and the metric perturbation that is sourced by such an orbit oscillates with those frequencies.
For equatorial or spherical orbits, however, one of these frequencies becomes irrelevant. For
instance, an equatorial orbit does not oscillate in the θ direction, and the harmonics of the
polar frequency Ωθ cannot be excited in the metric perturbation, unless the corresponding
perturbations are added by hand. However Ωθ 6= 0 in general, even for an equatorial orbit.
Interestingly, when discussing equatorial orbits, the reflection symmetry across the equa-
torial plane implies that the condition Jθ = 0 has a gauge-invariant meaning. Similarly, the
condition Jr = 0 becomes gauge-invariant for spherical orbits, as shown in Sec. VIA below.
For these special orbits, we can establish as many additional gauge-invariant relations as we
have symmetries of the orbit. However, since Jθ = 0 and Jr = 0 are boundaries of the phase
space, Jθ and Jr become singular as phase-space coordinates in the equatorial and spherical
orbit limits. In these limits, the action of gauge transformations is subtle and requires a
separate analysis. This issue will be addressed in details in Sec. VI.
V. AN EFFECTIVE HAMILTONIAN IN A CLASS OF CANONICAL GAUGES
So far we have assumed that the source orbit γ in the Hamiltonian (2.5) is held fixed, and
we take the physical orbit and the source orbit to coincide only after solving for Hamilton’s
equations. While such a scheme can describe the conservative self-force dynamics in a Kerr
background, strictly speaking, it is not a genuine Hamiltonian formulation in the textbook
sense, because of the explicit source-orbit dependence of the Hamiltonian.
In this section, we show that by making use of the time-symmetric Green’s function (3.4)
and the gauge freedom discussed in Sec. IV, the dynamics encoded in the (source-dependent)
Hamiltonian (2.5) is equivalent to that deriving from the effective Hamiltonian
H(J) ≡ H(0)(J) + 1
2
Hint(J) , (5.1)
if and only if we impose the canonical gauge conditions (5.4) and (5.6) below. Here, Hint(J) is
the gauge-invariant interaction Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (5.5) below, in which the degrees
of freedom of the source orbit are identified with those of the physical orbit. Crucially, this
identification is done at the level of the Hamiltonian, before solving Hamilton’s equations.
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Using the effective Hamiltonian (5.1), Hamilton’s canonical equations of motion then take
the remarkably simple form
w˙α = ωα = ωα(0)(J) +
1
2
∂Hint(J)
∂Jα
, J˙α = 0 , (5.2)
irrespective of one’s choice for the source orbit γ. By construction, the effective Hamiltonian
(5.1) reproduces the functional relationship between the frequencies ωα and the actions Jα,
for all values of Jα for physical orbits obeying the constraint (4.16), in the class of canonical
gauges specified by the conditions (5.4) and (5.6). In that sense, the Hamiltonian dynamics
generated by the effective Hamiltonian (5.1) is equivalent to that deriving from the original
Hamiltonian (2.5).
Importantly, we note that the original Hamiltonian (2.8) cannot be reduced to the effective
Hamiltonian (5.1) by means of a (infinitesimal) canonical transformation induced by a gauge
transformation. Indeed, the normalization H = −1
2
of the original Hamiltonian (2.5) implies
H(0) +Hint = −12 on-shell, such that for physical orbits we have
H = −1
2
− Hint
2
. (5.3)
Because a (proper-time independent) canonical transformation leaves the on-shell value of a
Hamiltonian unchanged, we conclude that the effective Hamiltonian (5.1) cannot be related
to the original Hamiltonian (2.5) through such a canonical transformation.
We also note that our effective Hamiltonian (5.1) differs from that defined in the theory of
canonical perturbations, which does not assume a functional dependence on the source orbit
as in our original Hamiltonian (2.5), and cannot alter the on-shell value of that Hamiltonian.
The objective of the remainder of this section is to prove that the gauge conditions (5.4)
and (5.6) can indeed be imposed in a consistent manner, yielding the effective Hamiltonian
(5.1), for generic orbits in the effective spacetime, except in the particular cases of spherical
and equatorial orbits; the gauge transformations in these special limits are delicate, and we
relegate their discussion to Sec. VI. Appendix C explains why it is not as obvious as it might
naively appear.
A. Canonical gauge conditions
In the previous section, we have shown that it is always possible to eliminate the oscillating
part of ωα = w˙α and Jα by a gauge choice, such that
ω˙α = 0 , J˙α = 0 . (5.4)
From now on, we adopt Eq. (5.4) as a part of our gauge conditions, and remove the symbol
for the long-time average in 〈ωα〉 and 〈Jα〉.
Moreover, we have shown that we can arbitrarily change the averaged part of each Jα by
a residual gauge transformation, as long as the normalization condition (4.16) is satisfied.
Thereafter, we shall impose an additional gauge condition on the constant actions Jα, which
will involve the gauge-invariant interaction Hamiltonian
Hint(J) ≡ µˆ 〈H(1)〉 = − µˆ
2
lim
T→∞
1
2T
∫ T
−T
dτ
∫
dτ ′G
(
x(0)(τ), u(0)(τ); x(0)(τ ′), u(0)(τ ′)
)
, (5.5)
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constructed from the gauge-invariant, long-time averaged part of the perturbed Hamiltonian,
〈H(1)〉. Here, the degrees of freedoms (x(0)(τ), u(0)(τ)) of the physical orbit are identified with
those of the source orbit, (x(0)(τ ′), u(0)(τ ′)), so that the expression (5.5) is symmetric under
the exchange of τ and τ ′. The canonical variable µˆ =
√−2P0, such that µˆ ≃ 1 for physical
orbits [recall Eq. (2.11)], is inserted in (5.5) to promote 〈H(1)〉, which is constrained by (4.16),
to a genuine (interaction) Hamiltonian that scales like λ4 under the scaling transformation
introduced in Sec. IVB. We will clarify the naturalness of this choice of scaling in Sec. VIA.
As a convenient gauge choice, we impose the following additional condition for the aver-
aged part of Jα:
∆〈ωα〉 ≡ 1
2
∂Hint
∂Jα
−
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
〉
= 0 . (5.6)
Since the expression (5.5) for Hint is symmetric under the exchange of the source orbit and
the field-point orbit, the partial derivative ∂Hint/∂Jα is multiplied by a factor 1/2 to account
for the fact that the derivative acts not only on the field point, but also on the source orbit.
Note that we could remove the long-time average in Eq. (5.6), because the gauge conditions
(5.4) imply that (∂H(1)/∂Jα)w = ω
α − ωα(0) is constant.
Since both 〈ωα〉 and Hint are gauge invariant, we can immediately argue that the gauge
transformation of ∆〈ωα〉 is given by
δˆξ∆〈ωα〉 = −δˆξ
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
〉
= Mαβ δˆξJβ , (5.7)
where we used Eq. (4.25).
Despite the fact that the constant shifts δˆξJβ of the actions can be chosen rather freely,
the gauge transformation (5.7) does not allow for arbitrary shifts of ∆〈ωα〉 because of the
normalization condition (4.16). In particular, it is not obvious that the gauge condition (5.6)
can be enforced. There are two potential issues that need to be addressed: first, the constant
part of the gauge transformation is restricted to satisfy δˆξ〈P0〉 = 0, which is equivalent to
Eq. (4.16) under the conditions (5.4), and second, when detM = 0, which will turn out to
occur over some region in the parameter space of Jα, ∆〈ωα〉 cannot be varied by a gauge
transformation, even if we can change δˆξJβ freely. We now address these two issues in turn.
B. Constraint on ∆〈ωα〉
First, we discuss the restriction on the gauge condition (5.6) due to the normalization
condition (4.16). More explicitly, since ωα is constant by our gauge choice and 〈ωα〉 is gauge
invariant, δˆξω
α = δˆξ〈ωα〉 = 0, Eq. (4.16) implies the constraint
ωα δˆξJα = 0 . (5.8)
On the other hand, thanks to the scaling relations established in Sec. IVB, one can easily
show that
ωα(0) =
dωα(0)
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=1
=
(
∂ωα(0)
∂Jβ
)
w
Jβ = M
αβJβ , (5.9)
where we used the definition (4.26) in the last equality. Combining this result with Eq. (5.7),
the restriction (5.8) on the gauge transformation can be rewritten as
Jα δˆξ∆〈ωα〉 = 0 . (5.10)
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We now establish that the gauge condition (5.6) can be imposed, despite the fact that
the gauge transformation of ∆〈ωα〉 is restricted by Eq. (5.10). To do so, we use the first of
Hamilton’s equations (2.27) to rewrite Jα∆〈ωα〉 with the definition (5.6) as
Jα∆〈ωα〉 = Jα ∂
∂Jα
(
H(0) +
1
2
Hint
)
− Jα ωα , (5.11)
where we used the first part of the gauge conditions (5.4). As for the first term in the right-
hand side of (5.11), since H(0) and Hint scale as H
(0)(λ) = λ2H(0)(1) and Hint(λ) = λ
4Hint(1)
under the scaling transformation considered in Sec. IVB, we find
Jα
∂
∂Jα
(
H(0) +
1
2
Hint
)
=
d
dλ
(
H(0) +
1
2
Hint
)∣∣∣∣
λ=1
= 2H(0) + 2Hint = −1 (5.12)
when evaluated on-shell. On the other hand, the normalization condition (4.16) implies that
Jα ω
α = −1. Therefore, we have established that
Jα∆〈ωα〉 = 0 . (5.13)
To conclude, although the projection of ∆〈ωα〉 in the direction of Jα cannot be shifted by
the gauge transformation, as implied by Eq. (5.10), one can nevertheless consistently impose
the gauge condition (5.6) because the projection of ∆〈ωα〉 along Jα vanishes to start with.
C. Degeneracy of Mαβ
Next, we discuss the possibility that the matrix (4.26) be degenerate, i.e., that detM = 0.
In that case, there should exist a vector κα such that
καM
αβ = 0 . (5.14)
Then, from Eq. (5.7) the gauge transformation of ∆〈ωα〉 is further restricted to satisfy
κα δˆξ∆〈ωα〉 = 0 . (5.15)
The degeneracy condition detM = 0 is closely related to the existence of iso-frequency
pairs. In our formalism, an iso-frequency pair stands for a pair of physically distinct orbits,
i.e., two orbits with different Pµ (different Jα), that nonetheless share the same frequencies ω
α
in phase space, without assuming the normalization condition (4.16). Once an iso-frequency
pair has been found, it extends until one of its components reaches the boundary of the
parameter space of allowed Pµ, or until the “distance” between those orbits vanishes. We
refer to the three-dimensional surface over which the distance between the components of
the pair vanishes as the boundary of the iso-frequency pair. Then, one can easily show that
the boundary of the iso-frequency pair corresponds to the surface over which detM = 0.
Indeed, the condition (5.14) can be rewritten as
καM
αβ = κα
∂ωβ
∂Jα
= lim
ε→0
1
2ε
[
ωβ(J + εκ)− ωβ(J − εκ)] , (5.16)
which implies that καM
αβ = 0 if and only if Jα+εκα and Jα−εκα coincide with the actions
that characterize an iso-frequency pair.
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If we impose the constraint (4.16) along the trajectories, our notion of iso-frequency pair
agrees with that discussed in Ref. [? ] for a Schwarzschild background, and later generalized
to the Kerr case [126]. In this work, the authors found that there are infinitely many pairs of
“iso-frequency” Kerr geodesics, i.e., pairs of orbits that have different values of the constants
of motion (Eˆ, Lˆz, Qˆ), but that share the same fundamental frequencies (Ω
r,Ωθ,Ωφ).
In the current problem concerning the matrix M , we need to consider iso-frequency pairs
for Kerr geodesics, including the redshift variable z = 1/ωt in addition to the frequencies
Ωi. We argue that if the normalization condition (4.16) is relaxed, the existence of an iso-
frequency pair in the sense that the three frequencies Ωi are identical implies the existence of
a pair in the sense that the four frequencies ωα are identical. To prove this claim, we use the
rescaled variables Pˆa = Pa/µˆ, with a = 1, 2, 3. By making use of the scaling transformation
ωα(λ) = λωα(1) introduced in Sec. IVB, the frequencies ωα scale as
ωα(Pˆa, µˆ) = µˆ ω
α(Pˆa) . (5.17)
Hence the t-frequencies Ωi = ωi/ωt are specified by Pˆa only, namely Ω
i = Ωi(Pˆa). This means
that even if we freely change µˆ, the iso-frequency pair with respect to Ωi is maintained once
the values of Pˆa are chosen appropriately. Now, from Eq. (5.17) it is obvious that one can
always tune the value of µˆ so as to make the redshift z = 1/ωt identical within that pair.
Here we note that rescaling the value of µˆ =
√−2P0 is equivalent to a rescaling of the affine
parameter along the trajectory, because P0(λ) = λ
2P0(1) under such a transformation; see
App. B. In this sense, our iso-frequency pairs defined in terms of the four frequencies (5.17)
are parameterized by physically distinct affine parameters. This is an important difference
with respect to the iso-frequency pairs discussed in Refs. [126? ], for which both orbits are
parameterized by the same Boyer-Lindquist coordinate time t.
We now prove that the constraint (5.15) is not problematic, because the relation
κα∆〈ωα〉 = 0 (5.18)
is satisfied identically. To do so, we recall that the orbital motion is periodic in the angles wi.
Thus, performing a three-dimensional Fourier series decomposition in space, and a Fourier
transform in time, the Fourier decomposition of the interaction Hamiltonian (2.9) in terms
of the Green’s function is schematically given by
H(1)(w, J ; γ) = [ωt(0)(τ)]
−1
∑
n,n′
Gn,n′(J, J (0), ̟n′(ω(0)(τ))) e−i̟n′(ω(0)(τ))wt+2πin·w , (5.19)
where n = (nr, nθ, nφ) is a collection of integers, w = (w
r, wθ, wφ), and ̟n(ω) ≡ 2π n·ω/ωt,
with ω = (ωr, ωθ, ωφ), and we have used the fact that ωα(0) and J
(0)
α are constant along timelike
Kerr geodesics. The details of this calculation are provided in App D1. Then, the long-time
average of Eq. (5.19) over the specified trajectory is given by
Hint(J) = µˆ 〈H(1)〉 = µˆ(J)
ωt(0)(J)
∑
n
Gn,n(J, J,̟n(ω(0)(J))) . (5.20)
Finally, inserting the expressions (5.19) and (5.20) for H(1) and Hint into Eq. (5.6), we find
(after setting µˆ ≃ 1 on-shell),
∆〈ωα〉 =
(
ωα −Mαβ ∂
∂ωβ
)
1
ωt
∑
n
Gn,n(J (0), J (0), ̟n(ω))
∣∣∣∣
ω=ω(0)(τ)
≡ Aωα(0)(J (0))−Mαβ Bβ ,
(5.21)
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where A and Bβ are defined by the last equality. Recalling Eq. (5.13) and using the relation
JαM
αβJβ ≃ −1, which is a consequence of the normalization condition (4.16), we note that
A can be expressed in terms of Bβ as A = −JαMαβBβ. Using Eq. (5.9), the formula (5.21)
for ∆〈ωα〉 can be rewritten as
∆〈ωα〉 = Mαβ(AJ (0)β − Bβ) . (5.22)
Combined with Eq. (5.14), the above relation proves Eq. (5.18). Thus, whenever detM = 0,
the restriction (5.15) on the gauge transformation is not problematic because the projection
of ∆〈ωα〉 along the direction of κα vanishes to start with.
In summary, we conclude that the gauge conditions (5.4) and (5.6), such that ωα and Jα
are constant, can be imposed for generic orbits in the effective spacetime. In the remainder of
this paper, we will adopt these canonical gauge conditions. Hamilton’s equations of motion
(2.27) then take the simple form (5.2), which derives from the effective Hamiltonian (5.1).
D. Uniqueness of the effective Hamiltonian
A natural question is whether the effective Hamiltonian (5.1) is uniquely defined or not.
Indeed, since we have shown in Sec. IVA that the action variables Jα can be freely changed
by a gauge transformation [modulo the constraint (4.16)], in particular their constant compo-
nents, one could in principle devise alternative effective Hamiltonians by imposing the gauge
conditions (5.4) and (5.6) for different values of the constant actions, say J ′α = Jα+∆Jα(J).
Thus, one might consider alternative effective Hamiltonians of the form
H′(J) = H(J) + ∆H(J) , (5.23)
as long as those preserve the four frequencies ωα = ∂H/∂Jα and the normalization condition
(4.16). These two conditions are expressed as
ω′α(J ′) = ωα(J) , (5.24a)
ω′α(J ′)J ′α = ω
α(J)Jα , (5.24b)
with ω′α(J ′) ≡ ∂H′(J ′)/∂J ′α. Combining these expressions with Eq. (5.23) immediately gives
Mαβ∆Jβ +
∂∆H
∂Jα
= 0 , (5.25a)
ωα(J)∆Jα = 0 , (5.25b)
where we recall that Mαβ ≡ ∂ωα/∂Jβ = ∂2H/∂Jα∂Jβ is symmetric. Introducing the inverse
matrix Mαβ , the relation (5.25a) is equivalent to ∆Jα = −Mαβ ∂(∆H)/∂Jβ . Substituting
this expression into the condition (5.25b), we finally obtain
Jβ
∂∆H
∂Jβ
= 0 , (5.26)
where we used the fact that Jβ =Mαβ ω
α+O(η). This means that the correction term ∆H
is merely constrained to be constant along the integral curves of Jα. (Note that the notation
for covariant and contravariant indices is opposite to that usually adopted in differential
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geometry.) Thus, the effective Hamiltonian is not unique, unless some additional property
of the correction term ∆H gets specified.
However, since we require that the gauge-invariant interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.5)
scales like λ4, the correction term ∆H in Eq. (5.23) should also scale like ∆H(λ) = λ4∆H(1).
Hence, the condition (5.26) can be rewritten as
4∆H = d∆H
dλ
∣∣∣∣
λ=1
= Jα
∂∆H
∂Jα
= 0 . (5.27)
This proves that the form of the effective Hamiltonian and the associated constant actions
Jα are, in fact, uniquely determined under the adopted scaling ansatz for Hint(J).
Before closing this section, we wish to comment on the main differences between the effec-
tive Hamiltonian (5.1) and that proposed by Vines and Flanagan (henceforth VF) [114], who
recently devised another Hamiltonian formulation of the conservative self-force dynamics in
a Kerr background. Our approach differs from that of VF over (at least) three points. First,
VF’s Hamiltonian formulation holds for a fixed effective metric gµν(x; γ) generated by a fixed
source orbit γ. Since their Hamiltonian is implicitly a functional of the source orbit γ that
generates the conservative self-force, different source orbits do define different Hamiltonians.
Second, VF rely on non-canonical transformations to eliminate the source-orbit dependence
in their Hamiltonian, and define their effective Hamiltonian as the background Hamiltonian
H(0)(J). As a result, there is no O(η) contribution—no interaction Hamiltonian—in VF’s ef-
fective Hamiltonian. Third, VF’s action-angle variables do not satisfy the constraint (4.16),
and hence the condition that restricts to physical orbits is not given explicitly.
By contrast, we define a unique effective Hamiltonian (5.1) that is a function of the actions
Jα only and scales like λ
4, while our action-angle variables satisfy the condition (4.16) and
define the gauge-invariant orbital frequencies Ωi, given in Eq. (4.22), in the standard manner.
Moreover, our effective Hamiltonian (5.1) is obtained by making use of the gauge freedom
inherent to the self-forced motion to impose the canonical gauge conditions (5.4) and (5.6).
VI. REGULARITY OF THE GAUGE TRANSFORMATION IN SPECIAL LIMITS
We are left to show that the gauge conditions (5.4) and (5.6) can be imposed consistently
in the limit Jr → 0 (or Jθ → 0) of a spherical (or equatorial) orbit. In Sec. VIA, we explore
in details the effects of a gauge transformation on the radial action Jr, and show that the
canonical gauge conditions can indeed be imposed in the limit Jr → 0, where the λ4-scaling
of the interaction Hamiltonian (5.5) plays a crucial role. (The equatorial orbit limit can be
discussed similarly.) However a subtlety arises in that the dynamical matrix (4.26) diverges
at the separatrix of the Kerr spherical geodesics, i.e., at the location of any innermost stable
spherical orbit (ISSO) of the Kerr geometry. In Sec. VIB, we discuss the regularity of the
matrix Mαβ and show that the canonical gauge conditions (5.4) and (5.6) can be imposed,
even in the ISSO limit.
A. Gauge transformations in the spherical or equatorial orbit limit
Just like the usual spherical coordinates of Euclidean geometry become singular on the
polar axis, the action-angle variables become singular as phase-space coordinates when one of
the actions vanishes. Indeed, in the spherical orbit limit Jr → 0, the radial angle variable wr
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becomes degenerate as a coordinate. (Since the equatorial orbit limit Jθ → 0 can be discussed
similarly, in what follows we restrict our analysis to the spherical orbit limit.) Consequently,
δˆξJr = −(∂Ξ/∂wr)J vanishes in this limit [recall Eq. (4.7)]. This can also be understood from
the second equality (4.7), because the amplitude of wr-dependent oscillations of xµ(w, J) and
uµ(w, J) is at most O(
√
Jr) in the spherical orbit limit. To be more explicit, both x
µ(w, J)
and uµ(w, J) can be written as Fourier series expansions with respect to w
r, namely
xµ(w, J) =
∑
n
xµ(n)(w
A, Jα) e
inwr , uµ(w, J) =
∑
n
u(n)µ(w
A, Jα) e
inwr , (6.1)
where A = t, θ, φ. As shown in App. D 2, the coefficients xµ(n) and u(n)µ are of O(J
|n|/2
r ) when
Jr → 0, which yields wr-dependant oscillations of xµ(w, J) and uµ(w, J) of O(
√
Jr). As a
result, both (∂xµ/∂wr)J and (∂uµ/∂w
r)J are also restricted to be O(
√
Jr), and (4.7) implies
that δˆξJr = O(
√
Jr). This magnitude is suppressed in the spherical orbit limit, but still
large enough to gauge-transform the perturbations of Jr induced by the metric perturbation
hµν (i.e., the self-force). Indeed, assuming that the metric perturbation is also an oscillatory
function of wr, the rate of change of Jr driven by the metric perturbation,
J˙r(τ) =
(
∂Jr
∂xµ
)
u
x˙µ(τ) +
(
∂Jr
∂uµ
)
x
u˙µ(τ) = −
(
∂uµ
∂wr
)
J
x˙µ(τ) +
(
∂xµ
∂wr
)
J
u˙µ(τ) = O(
√
Jr) ,
(6.2)
is also suppressed in the spherical orbit limit, for the exact same reason.
Meanwhile, the gauge transformation of wr is singular in the limit where Jr → 0, because
the factors (∂xµ/∂Jr)w|(w,J)=(w(τ),J(τ)) and (∂uµ/∂Jr)w|(w,J)=(w(τ),J(τ)) in the second line of
(4.11) are O(1/
√
Jr), as is seen from the expressions in Eqs. (6.1). This enhanced magnitude
is exactly that required to gauge-transform the perturbations of wr induced by the metric
perturbation, because the rate of change of wr driven by the metric perturbation,
w˙r(τ) =
(
∂wr
∂xµ
)
u
x˙µ(τ) +
(
∂wr
∂uµ
)
x
u˙µ(τ) =
(
∂uµ
∂Jr
)
w
x˙µ(τ)−
(
∂xµ
∂Jr
)
w
u˙µ(τ) = O(1/
√
Jr) ,
(6.3)
is also enhanced in the spherical orbit limit.
To establish that we have enough degrees of freedom to gauge-transform the action-angle
variables (wα, Jα), we write down the inverse relations of Eqs. (4.7) and (4.11) as
δˆξx
µ(τ) = δˆξJα(τ)
(
∂xµ
∂Jα
)
w
+ δˆξw
α(τ)
(
∂xµ
∂wα
)
J
, (6.4a)
δˆξuµ(τ) = δˆξJα(τ)
(
∂uµ
∂Jα
)
w
+ δˆξw
α(τ)
(
∂uµ
∂wα
)
J
. (6.4b)
The coefficients that appear in the above expressions have already been discussed. In those
equations, the coefficients multiplying δˆξJr(τ) are O(1/
√
Jr) in the spherical orbit limit,
while those multiplying δˆξw
r(τ) are O(
√
Jr) in that limit. The other coefficients are O(J
0
r ).
Hence, we find that the gauge transformations of xµ(τ) and uµ(τ) are finite if, and only if,
δˆξJr(τ) = O(
√
Jr) , δˆξw
r(τ) = O(1/
√
Jr) , (6.5)
while respecting the restriction coming from the normalization condition (4.16), namely
0 = ωα(τ) δˆξJα(τ) + Jα(τ) δˆξω
α(τ) , (6.6)
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where δˆξω
α(τ) ≡ δˆξw˙α(τ). Hence, as long as the transformation respects the normalization
condition (6.6), we can freely gauge-transform the action-angle variables (Jr, w
r) under the
conditions (6.5), as well as the other constant components of O(J0r ). From these considera-
tions, we find that the condition Jr = 0 acquires a gauge-invariant meaning in the spherical
orbit limit. Similarly, the condition Jθ = 0 becomes gauge-invariant in the equatorial orbit
limit. Still, the gauge transformation of wr (or wθ) can become singular in the spherical (or
equatorial) orbit limit. Therefore, the gauge must be chosen appropriately before taking one
of these limits, to ensure the regularity of the gauge transformation in these limits.
Our next objective is to establish the consistency of the canonical gauge condition (5.6)
under the regularity conditions (6.5). To do so, we first show that the gauge transformation
of 〈Jr〉 scales as δˆξ〈Jr〉 = O(Jr), which is different from the scaling that one would naively
expect from the long-time average of Eq. (6.5).
When considering radial oscillations with a small amplitude, it is convenient to expand all
equations around spherical motion, using the eccentricity e ≡ (rmax − rmin)/(rmax + rmin) as
the small parameter, where rmax and rmin denote the coordinate radii at the apastron and the
periastron. Then, from the definition of the radial action, it can be shown that Jr = O(e
2)
along the orbit, as proven in App. D 2. More precisely, defining
√R(r, P ) ≡√R(r, P )/∆(r),
we expand R(r, P ) around the spherical orbit radius r0(P ) as
R(r, P ) = A(P )− B(P )2 (r − r0(P ))2 +O
(
(r − r0(P ))3
)
, (6.7)
where the spherical orbit radius is defined by the condition
∂R(r, P )
∂r
∣∣∣∣
r=r0(P )
= 0 . (6.8)
The latter relation determines r0 as a function of Pµ. In the following discussion, the higher
order terms in e will always be neglected. Substituting the expression (6.7) into the definition
(2.18) of the radial action, we find Jr = A(P )/(2B(P )), from which we deduce
Jr =
1
2B(P )
u2r +
B(P )
2
(r − r0(P ))2 . (6.9)
This expression is quadratic in ur and r−r0. Thus, when we consider the linear perturbation
of Jr in η, i.e. J
(1)
r , a factor of ur or r−r0 on the right-hand side will have to be evaluated on
the background Kerr geodesic. These background factors oscillate with an amplitude ofO(e),
with an oscillation frequency that is a multiple integer of the radial frequency, nrω
r [recall
the expansions (6.1)]. Since the long-time average of the radial action 〈Jr〉 is non-vanishing
for non-spherical orbits, the other factor of ur or r− r0 should be the perturbation at O(η)
with the same oscillation frequency. From the second of Hamilton’s equation (2.27) and the
Fourier decomposition (5.19) of the interaction Hamiltonian H(1), such a perturbation must
be caused by the radial oscillation of the source term in H(1), which is of O(e). Therefore,
we argue that 〈J (1)r 〉 = O(e2). Now, when we consider the gauge transformation of 〈Jr〉, it is
natural to restrict to the class of gauge transformations for which the components of ur and
r− r0 that oscillate at the frequency nrωr, with a non-vanishing integer nr, remain of O(e),
because the metric perturbation itself is an oscillatory function with oscillation frequency
nrω
r and amplitude of O(e). Under this restriction, we find that the gauge transformation
of 〈Jr〉 scales as δˆξ〈Jr〉 = O(e2) = O(Jr).
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Finally, we show that the restriction δˆξ〈Jr〉 = O(Jr) is consistent with the gauge transfor-
mation (5.7) of the gauge condition (5.6), because the corresponding shift of ∆〈ωα〉 vanishes
automatically as Jr → 0. Going back to Eq. (5.21), we find that Br is proportional to nr and
the contribution from the terms with nr 6= 0 comes from the radial oscillation of O(e). This
yields Br = O(e
2) = O(Jr)—recall that the Fourier coefficients Gn,n(J (0), J (0), ̟n(ω(0)(J)))
are constructed from the product of integrals over the source orbit and the field-point orbit—,
and hence the term with β = r in (5.22) is suppressed to be O(Jr). From the above consid-
erations, we conclude that one can, indeed, consistently impose the gauge condition (5.6),
even in the limit where Jr → 0. A similar discussion shows that the same conclusion holds
in the equatorial orbit limit Jθ → 0.
This fact makes our special gauge choice (5.6) quite privileged. Indeed, if we only needed
to satisfy the consistency condition (5.13) together with the gauge conditions (5.4), we could
impose—for instance—a gauge condition of the type
∆〈ωα〉 ≡ 2
k + 2
∂(µˆk−2Hint)
∂Jα
−
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
〉
= 0 , (6.10)
for any integer k 6= −2, instead of the condition (5.6). The effective Hamiltonian describing
the dynamics in this gauge would then be given by H(0)(J)+2µˆk−2Hint(J)/(k+2). However,
in such a gauge, the cancellation mechanism in the spherical orbit limit mentioned above
does not work. Indeed, recall that it was essential in deriving Eq. (5.21) that the numerical
factor in front of Hint(J) be 1/2. Therefore, it is not appropriate to use a gauge condition
of the type (6.10) to discuss the spherical orbit limit, except for the case k = 2 that we have
imposed in Eq. (5.6). The same is true for the equatorial orbit limit.
B. Regularity of Mαβ and ISSO limit
A remaining concern about spherical orbits is whether or not the matrix Mαβ is regular
when Jr → 0. In this section, we prove that Mαβ is not singular in this limit, except in the
ISSO limit where ωr → 0. Below, we restrict our discussion of the orbital dynamics to the
test-particle limit, focusing on the spherical orbit limit Jr → 0. Unless stated otherwise, all
formulae in this subsection implicitly assume this limit.
Since the expressions for Jα with α 6= r as functions of Pµ are regular, even in the limit
Jr → 0, we have ∂Jα/∂Pµ = O(J0r ) for those components. For α = r, we have
∂Jr
∂Pµ
=
1
2π
∂
∂Pµ
(
2
∫ rmax
rmin
√
R(r′, P ) dr′
)
=
1
2π
∫ rmax
rmin
∂R(r′, P )
∂Pµ
dr′√R(r′, P )
=
1
2π
∫ rmax
rmin
∂R(r′, P )
∂Pµ
dr′√
R(r′, P )
= O(1/ωr) . (6.11)
To establish the last equality in the limit ωr → 0, it is convenient to replace the integration
variable r′ by the Carter-Mino time λ′, such that
∫
dλ′ =
∫
dr′/
√
R(r′, P ) [23]. Since the
function ∂R(r′, P )/∂Pµ and the relation between the Carter-Mino time and the proper time
are not singular, one finds that the integration range behaves as O(1/ωr). Note that there
is no contribution from ∂rmin/∂Pµ and ∂rmax/∂Pµ in Eq. (6.11) because R(r, P ) = 0 at
r = rmin(P ) and r = rmax(P ). Therefore, the components of the inverse matrix of ∂Jα/∂Pµ
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behave as
∂Pµ
∂Jα
=
{
O(1) for α 6= r ,
O(ωr) for α = r .
(6.12)
For spherical orbits (Jr = 0), we have R(r0(P ), P ) = 0 in addition to Eq. (6.8), which
specifies Pµ for given JA, with A = t, θ, φ. Moreover, the derivative of R′(r0(P ), P ) = 0 with
respect to JA, where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to the radius, yields
∂R′
∂JA
=
∂R′
∂Pµ
∣∣∣∣
r0
∂Pµ
∂JA
+R′′ ∂r0
∂Pµ
∂Pµ
∂JA
= 0 . (6.13)
Thus, we obtain
∂r0
∂JA
=
∂r0
∂Pµ
∂Pµ
∂JA
= − 1R′′
∂R′
∂Pµ
∣∣∣∣
r0
∂Pµ
∂JA
= O(1/(ωr)2) , (6.14)
becauseR′′(r0(P ), P ) = O((ωr)2),8 while the other factors are O((ωr)0). Similarly, we obtain
∂r0
∂Jr
=
∂r0
∂Pµ
∂Pµ
∂Jr
= − 1R′′
∂R′
∂Pµ
∣∣∣∣
r0
∂Pµ
∂Jr
= O(1/ωr) . (6.15)
Using Eq. (6.14), we now estimate the components MAr = M rA of the matrix Mαβ as
∂ωA
∂Jr
=
∂ωr
∂JA
=
1
2ωr
∂(ωr)2
∂JA
= − A
2
2ωr
R′′′ ∂r0
∂JA
+O(1/ωr) = O(1/(ωr)3) , (6.16)
where the first equality holds thanks to Eq. (4.26) and we have used R′′(r0(P (JA)), P (JA)) =
−(ωr)2/A2, with A ≡ 〈dλ/dτ〉, in the third equality. Now, the expressions for the long-time
averages of dwA/dλ and dλ/dτ are regular as long as we express these quantities using r(λ),
θ(λ) and Pµ. However, we proved in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) that the derivatives of r0 with
respect to the actions Jα are, in fact, singular in the ISSO limit ω
r → 0. Since r(λ) is almost
equal to r0 in the spherical orbit limit Jr → 0, the singular behavior seen in Eq. (6.16) in
the ISSO limit ωr → 0 arises only through r(λ).
To establish the consistency of the estimate (6.16), we also compute directly the derivative
of ωA with respect to Jr, and show that ∂ω
A/∂Jr = O(1/(ω
r)3) without relying on the first
equality in (6.16). To do so, we need to expand the expression for r(λ) up to O(e2). From the
radial equation of motion for timelike geodesics in Kerr spacetime, i.e. (dr/dλ)2 = R(r, P ),
we obtain the Taylor expansion
d2r
dλ2
= R′′(r0(P ), P )(r − r0(P )) + 1
2
R′′′(r0(P ), P )(r− r0(P ))2
+
1
6
R(4)(r0(P ), P )(r− r0(P ))3 + · · · . (6.17)
Solving this equation iteratively, we find
r(λ) = r0(P ) + e r0(P ) cos
(√
−R′′(r0(P ), P )λ
)
− e
2 r0(P )
2R′′′(r0(P ), P )
4R′′(r0(P ), P )
(
1− 1
12
cos
(
2
√
−R′′(r0(P ), P )λ
))
+ · · · , (6.18)
8 Strictly speaking, R′′(r0(P ), P ) = −2(Υr)2 (see Eq. (6.18) below), where the frequencies Υα are measured
in Carter-Mino time λ, and are different from the frequencies ωα measured in proper time τ . However,
we simply have Υα = Σ(τ)ωα, where Σ(τ) ≡ Σ(r(τ), θ(τ)) is defined by Eq. (2.2), and the regularity of
Σ(r, θ) insures that Σ(τ) = O(1), which implies Υr = O(ωr).
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where the ellipsis stands for all the terms o(e2). After taking the long-time average, it turns
out that the dominant contribution in the ISSO limit ωr → 0 originates from the third term
in the right-hand side of Eq. (6.18), which behaves as O(e2/(ωr)2). This term is related to
the correction of the center of oscillation due to non-linearities. It will prove convenient to
use this corrected center, whose coordinate radius is
rˆ0 = r0(P )− e
2 r0(P )
2R′′′(r0(P ), P )
4R′′(r0(P ), P )
. (6.19)
At O(e2), we also need to take into account the frequency renormalization. From a standard
singular perturbation analysis, we obtain the O(e2) correction to the frequency (squared) of
radial oscillations as
(ωr)2 = (ωr)2|Jr=0 +
e2 r0(P )
2A2(R′′′(r0(P ), P ))2
4R′′(r0(P ), P )
. (6.20)
We could also solve for θ(λ), but there is no singular behavior in θ(λ) in the limit ωr → 0.
Therefore, we can express it as a regular function of Pµ.
At this stage, it is reasonable to assume that the frequencies ωA can all be expressed as
ωA = fA(rˆ0(P ), e(P ), P ) by means of smooth functions f
A, even in the ISSO limit ωr → 0.
From the definition of the radial action, one can easily show that Jr = O(e
2ωr) along the
orbit. Therefore, if we expand the expression (6.19) for rˆ0 up to linear order in Jr, it contains
a term of O(Jr/(ω
r)3), i.e.,
∂rˆ0
∂Jr
= O(1/(ωr)3) . (6.21)
Thus, we also find
∂ωA
∂Jr
=
(
∂fA
∂rˆ0
)
e,P
∂rˆ0
∂Jr
+O(1/ωr) = O(1/(ωr)3) , (6.22)
which turns out to be consistent with the estimate (6.16). Equations (6.15) and (6.19)–(6.21)
are also useful to evaluate the componentM rr of the matrixMαβ , and we immediately obtain
∂ωr
∂Jr
= − A
2
2ωr
R′′′
∂rˆ0
∂Jr
+O(1/(ωr)2) = O(1/(ωr)4) . (6.23)
The remaining portion of Mαβ is obtained as
∂ωA
∂JB
=
(
∂fA
∂rˆ0
)
e,P
∂rˆ0
∂JB
+O((ωr)0)
= − A
2
2ωr
R′′′
(
∂rˆ0
∂Jr
)−1
∂rˆ0
∂JA
∂rˆ0
∂JB
+O((ωr)0) = O(1/(ωr)2) , (6.24)
by making use of (∂fA/∂rˆ0)e,P = (∂ω
r/∂JA)/(∂rˆ0/∂Jr), the third equality in (6.16), and the
fact that ∂r0/∂JA = ∂rˆ0/∂JA, because we can set Jr = 0 before taking the partial derivatives
with respect to JA.
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In summary, collecting Eqs. (6.16), (6.23) and (6.24), we have the following concise ex-
pression:
Mαβ =
∂ωα
∂Jβ
= − A
2
2ωr
R′′′
(
∂rˆ0
∂Jr
)−1
∂rˆ0
∂Jα
∂rˆ0
∂Jβ
+ M˜αβ , (6.25)
where M˜αβ stands for the contributions that are O((ωr)2) relatively to the leading terms.
In order to discuss the impact of the singular behavior (6.25) on the gauge transformation
(5.7) of ∆〈ωα〉, it is convenient to use basis vectors for δˆξ∆〈ωA〉 and δˆξJA that reflect well
the degree of singularity of Mαβ in the ISSO limit ωr → 0. As is clear from Eqs. (6.14) and
(6.25), one of the basis vectors should be chosen to be the singular direction
e
[1]
A ≡
∂rˆ0
∂JA
/∣∣∣∣ ∂rˆ0∂JA
∣∣∣∣ = ∂r0∂JA
/∣∣∣∣ ∂r0∂JA
∣∣∣∣ , (6.26)
while the other unit vectors, say e
[2]
A and e
[3]
A , are chosen such all three vectors are orthogonal
to each other. In terms of the components in this basis, the gauge transformation (5.7) of
∆〈ωα〉 is rewritten as


δˆξ∆〈(ωr)2〉
δˆξ∆〈ω[1]〉
δˆξ∆〈ω[2]〉
δˆξ∆〈ω[3]〉

 =


O((ωr)−3) O((ωr)−2) O((ωr)0) O((ωr)0)
O((ωr)−3) O((ωr)−2) O((ωr)0) O((ωr)0)
O((ωr)−1) O((ωr)0) O((ωr)0) O((ωr)0)
O((ωr)−1) O((ωr)0) O((ωr)0) O((ωr)0)




δˆξJr
δˆξJ[1]
δˆξJ[2]
δˆξJ[3]

 , (6.27)
where the gauge condition (5.4) has already been imposed to eliminate the long-time average.
As shown in Sec. VIA above, δˆξJr vanishes for spherical orbits. This gives a gauge-invariant
relationship among the δˆξ∆〈ωα〉 in general. Moreover, in the ISSO limit ωr → 0, Eq. (6.27)
shows that an additional gauge-invariant relation appears, because δˆξ∆〈ω[1]〉 diverges if δˆξJ[1]
is not constrained to vanish. Since ∆〈ωα〉 is defined in Eq. (5.6) as the difference between
two finite quantities, it should not diverge. In order to avoid that divergence, the condition
0 = δˆξJ[1] = e
[1]
A δˆξJA ∼ (ωr)2
∂r0
∂JA
δˆξJA (6.28)
must hold in the ISSO limit. This provides an additional gauge-invariant relationship among
the actions JA in that limit.
The meaning of the gauge constraint (6.28) can easily be clarified by considering the gauge
transformation of the spherical orbit radius r0(JA), namely
r0(JA)→ r¯0(J¯A) ≡ r0(JA + δˆξJA) = r0(JA) + (ωr)−2 δˆξJ[1] +O(η2) . (6.29)
Clearly, δˆξJ[1] must vanish in the ISSO limit ω
r → 0 to avoid an infinite shift of the coordinate
radius of the spherical orbit. Such a singular gauge transformation is not allowed because
we restrict ourselves to gauge transformations whose generator ξµ remains small everywhere
along the orbit. Therefore, the additional constraint (6.28) does not imply that we lose one
degree of freedom to impose the gauge condition (5.6) in the ISSO limit; rather, it should
be seen as a consistency condition for the gauge transformation in that limit.
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VII. FREQUENCY SHIFT OF INNERMOST STABLE SPHERICAL ORBITS
In this section we shall focus on spherical (inclined or circular) orbits, which are charac-
terized by a vanishing radial action, Jr = 0, and for which the radial oscillations become
irrelevant. As an application of the effective Hamiltonian (5.1), we derive a simple formula
providing the location of the ISSOs due to the conservative part of the self-force, in terms
of the redshift variable (4.27), or equivalently in terms of the renormalized redshift variable
z˜ defined in Eq. (7.19) below.
An ISSO is defined by the gauge-invariant condition ωr = 0, or equivalently by a vanishing
restoring radial force when considering a small deviation from a particular spherical orbit.
We will show that this ISSO condition is in fact equivalent to
det
∂2z˜
∂Ωa∂Ωb
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 , (7.1)
where the indices (a, b) run through θ and φ. This important result extends to non-equatorial
orbits the innermost stable circular orbit condition derived in Ref. [78] for equatorial orbits.
In particular, as will be shown below, the renormalized redshift z˜ is related to the gauge-
invariant interaction Hamiltonian
Hint(J(Ω
θ,Ωφ)) . (7.2)
The condition (7.1) is especially convenient for practical calculations, because z˜ and Hint in
the form (7.2) depend only on the frequencies (Ωθ,Ωφ) that parameterize the two-parameter
family of spherical orbits; partial differentiations with respect to Ωθ and Ωφ will correspond
to variations along this two-parameter family of spherical orbits.
Thereafter, we will also use the notation ΩA, with the capital Latin index running through
t, θ and φ, recalling that the t-component is trivial (by definition) since Ωt = 1. Interestingly,
to evaluate the ISSO condition (7.1) that we shall derive below, it is not necessary to compute
variations with respect to Jα in the directions perpendicular to the two-surface of spherical
orbits.
A. Redshift variable and interaction Hamiltonian
Parameterizing a given orbit in terms of the three orbital frequencies Ωi, with i = r, θ, φ,9
we start by showing that the redshift variable z(Ω), as defined in Eq. (4.27) above, is related
in a simple manner to the on-shell value Hint(Ω) of the interaction Hamiltonian (5.5). Since
the on-shell value of the original Hamiltonian (2.8) must satisfy the normalization condition
(2.7), we have
H(0)(Ω) +Hint(Ω) = −1
2
, (7.3)
for any values of the frequencies Ωi. Then, recalling the definition (2.11) of P0, expanding
Eq. (7.3) up to O(η) yields the following expressions of the interaction Hamiltonian:
Hint(Ω) = −P (1)0 (Ω) = −ωα(0)(J (0)(Ω)) J (1)α (Ω) . (7.4)
9 Recall that, for physical orbits, one of the four components of Jα is constrained to satisfy Eq. (4.16).
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On the other hand, from Eq. (4.16) the redshift function (4.27) is immediately given by
z(Ω) = −ΩαJα(Ω) , (7.5)
with Ω t = 1, and hence z(1)(Ω) = −ΩαJ (1)α (Ω) = z(0)(Ω)Hint(Ω). This allows us to express
the redshift z in terms of the interaction Hamiltonian Hint as
z(Ω) = z(0)(Ω) + z(1)(Ω) = z(0)(Ω) (1 +Hint(Ω)) . (7.6)
This result shows that the on-shell interaction Hamiltonian is nothing but the relative change
in the redshift induced by the conservative self-force, at fixed frequencies Ωi.
We note that, for physical orbits, Hint(Ω) coincides with the gauge-invariant, long-time
averaged perturbed Hamiltonian, 〈H(1)〉(Ω). Equation (7.6) can thus be viewed as the gauge-
invariant relationship between the redshift z and 〈H(1)〉, irrespective of our choice (5.5) of
interaction Hamiltonian, and irrespective of the canonical gauge conditions (5.4) and (5.6).
Importantly, we emphasize that all of the results in this subsection, and in particular the
key relationship (7.6), are valid for generic orbits.
B. Canonical transformation
To identify the ISSO condition, we need to transform back to a pair of canonical variables
analogous to the original (r, ur), instead of (w
r, Jr) for the radial motion, because Jr becomes
singular as a phase-space coordinate for spherical orbits. This is achieved through a canonical
transformation from (wα, Jα) to (r¯, w¯
A, u¯r, J¯A), whose generating function reads
W(r¯, w¯A, J) = −w¯tJt −
∫ r¯ √R(r′, J)
∆(r′)
dr′ − w¯θJθ − w¯φJφ . (7.7)
The relationships between the new and old variables are given by
wα = −
(
∂W
∂Jα
)
r¯,w¯
, u¯r = −
(
∂W
∂r¯
)
w¯,J
=
√
R(r¯, J)
∆(r¯)
, J¯A = −
(
∂W
∂w¯A
)
r¯,J
= JA . (7.8)
Repeating the argument used to derive Eq. (6.9), we obtain
Jr =
1
2B(J)
u¯2r +
B(J)
2
(r¯ − r0(JA))2 . (7.9)
To show that the coefficient B is related to the frequency of the radial oscillation, we expand
the effective Hamiltonian H(J) around Jr = 0 as
H = H|Jr=0 + ωr|Jr=0 Jr +O(J2r ) , (7.10)
where we used ωr = ∂H/∂Jr. Inserting Eq. (7.9) in the above equation yields the standard
Hamiltonian for a harmonic oscillator with position r¯, momentum u¯r and frequency ω
r if,
and only if,
B(J) = ωr(J) . (7.11)
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We may now use Eq. (7.9) to substitute u¯r in terms of Jr, r¯, ω
r and r0 into the second
equation of (7.8), and derive the following expression for wA from the first equation:
wA = w¯A +
∂ωr(J)
∂JA
∫ r¯√ 2Jr
ωr(J)
− (r′ − r0(JB))2 dr′
− Jr ∂ lnω
r(J)
∂JA
∫ r¯ dr′√
2Jr/ωr(J)− (r′ − r0(JB))2
+ ωr(J)
∂r0(JB)
∂JA
∫ r¯ r′ − r0(JB)√
2Jr/ωr(J)− (r′ − r0(JB))2
dr′ . (7.12)
In the spherical orbit limit, the three integrals in (7.12) are proportional to Jr, J
0
r and J
1/2
r ,
respectively. Thus, in that limit we obtain
ω¯A
∣∣
Jr=0
≡ ˙¯wA∣∣
Jr=0
= ωA
∣∣
Jr=0
, (7.13a)
∂ω¯A
∂r¯
∣∣∣∣
Jr=0
=
∂ωA
∂r¯
∣∣∣∣
Jr=0
+ (ωr)2
∂r0(JB)
∂JA
∣∣∣∣
Jr=0
. (7.13b)
Hence, we find that while the frequencies ω¯A and ωA are identical for spherical orbits, their
r¯-derivatives are not. Similarly, for wr we obtain
wr =
∂ωr(J)
∂Jr
∫ r¯√ 2Jr
ωr(J)
− (r′ − r0(JA))2 dr′
+
(
1− Jr ∂ lnω
r(J)
∂Jr
)∫ r¯ dr′√
2Jr/ωr(J)− (r′ − r0(JA))2
. (7.14)
In the limit of a spherical orbit, this equation reduces to
wr|Jr=0 = ωr(J)
∫ r¯ dr′
u¯r
∣∣∣∣
Jr=0
. (7.15)
C. Derivation of the ISSO condition
In the remainder of this section, we will use only the canonical coordinates (r¯, w¯A, u¯r, J¯A).
However, since we found in Eq. (7.8) that J¯A = JA, we will get rid of the overbar for these
variables. By replacing the argument Jr in favor of r¯, u¯r and JA using Eq. (7.9), and setting
u¯r = 0 in the spherical orbit limit Jr → 0, the effective Hamiltonian of interest is
H(r¯, JA) = H(0) + 1
2
Hint
∣∣∣∣
Jr=Jr(r¯,u¯r=0,JA)
. (7.16)
Now, the spherical orbit condition is given by
˙¯ur = −∂H(r¯, JA)
∂r¯
= −∂H(J)
∂Jr
(
∂Jr
∂r¯
)
u¯r=0,JA
= 0 , (7.17)
where we used the condition ∂Jr/∂r¯ = 0 derived from Eq. (7.9). This specifies the circular
orbit radius r¯ for given JA. The condition for an ISSO is specified by the requirement that
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the restoring force vanishes when considering a small deviation from a given spherical orbit.
Because the frequency ωr of the radial oscillation vanishes in the ISSO limit, it is sufficient
to consider stationary perturbations in the “radial” direction r¯. Indeed, from the effective
Hamiltonian (7.10), the ISSO condition is simply given by
0 = (ωr)2
∣∣
ISSO
=
∂2H(r¯, JA)
∂r¯2
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
. (7.18)
We note that the use of the effective Hamiltonian automatically takes care of the derivative
acting on the degrees of the freedom for the source orbit; this derivative is essential because
the source position should be varied simultaneously while computing the restoring force. An
ISSO condition similar to Eq. (7.18) was proposed earlier, in the context of post-Newtonian
theory, in Ref. [127].
Next, we prove the equivalence between Eqs. (7.1) and (7.18), introducing the renormal-
ized redshift variable10
z˜(Ωa) ≡ z(0)(Ωa) + 1
2
z(1)(Ω
a) = z(0)(Ω
a)
(
1 +
1
2
Hint(Ω
a)
)
= z(Ωa)
(
1− 1
2
Hint(Ω
a)
)
.
(7.19)
One may interpret the factor 1/2 here as the numerical factor necessary to avoid the double
counting of the effect of the self-field, just like in the Newtonian two-body problem. First,
for the unperturbed case, we show that
dJA
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
≡ ka∂JA
∂Ωa
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
≃ 0 , (7.20)
namely, for ISSOs the actions JA are constant along a specific direction k
a given by
ka =
(
∂ω¯a(0)
∂r¯
− ∂ω¯
t
(0)
∂r¯
Ωa
)∣∣∣∣∣
Jr=0
, (7.21)
where we recall the expressions (7.13) for the frequencies ω¯A. Thereafter, we adopt the rule
that JA and r¯ are replaced with their values for the spherical orbit specified by Ω
a, before
taking the derivatives with respect to Ωa. We can easily show that Eq. (7.20) follows from
∂
∂Ωa
(
∂H
∂r¯
)
= 0 , (7.22)
which is always satisfied for spherical orbits. Evaluating this identity by using the chain rule
for partial derivatives,
∂
∂Ωa
=
∂r¯
∂Ωa
∂
∂r¯
+
∂JA
∂Ωa
∂
∂JA
, (7.23)
and applying the ISSO condition (7.18) to the resulting expression, together with ∂H/∂JA =
ωA = ω¯A along spherical orbits because of Eq. (7.13), we get
∂JA
∂Ωa
∂ω¯A
∂r¯
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 . (7.24)
10 This renormalized redshift variable is identical to the modified redshift function defined in Ref. [78] in the
circular equatorial orbit limit.
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Applying that same chain rule to the derivative of Eq. (7.3) with respect to Ωa, we obtain
0 =
∂
∂Ωa
(
H + 1
2
Hint
)
= ωA
∂JA
∂Ωa
+
1
2
∂Hint
∂Ωa
, (7.25)
where we used Eq. (7.16), as well as the spherical orbit condition (7.17). We also notice that
(7.5) and (7.25) imply ∂J
(0)
a /∂Ωb = −∂2z(0)/(∂Ωa∂Ωb), and hence ∂J (0)a /∂Ωb is symmetric.
Then, combining the relation (7.25) with (7.24) and using (7.21), we find that (7.20) holds.
For the proof of the equivalence between Eqs. (7.1) and (7.18), we need to establish a few
additional identities. Focusing on
d
dΩ
(
∂H
∂r¯
)
= ka
∂
∂Ωa
(
∂H
∂r¯
)
= 0 , (7.26)
and neglecting the terms of O(η2), we obtain the following identity for ISSOs:
dωA
dΩ
dJA
dΩ
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 . (7.27)
Another required identity is deduced from ∂2(H + 1
2
Hint)/(∂Ω
a∂Ωb) = 0. Using the spherical
orbit condition (7.17), as well as Eq. (7.27), straightforward computations yield
kakb
(
ωA
∂2JA
∂Ωa∂Ωb
+
1
2
∂2Hint
∂Ωa∂Ωb
)∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 . (7.28)
Combining the relations (7.25) and (7.28), we can easily derive the following result:
kakb
∂2z˜
∂Ωa∂Ωb
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= kakb
[
−
(
1− 1
2
Hint
)(
ΩA
∂2JA
∂Ωa∂Ωb
+
∂Ja
∂Ωb
+
∂Jb
∂Ωa
)
−1
2
(
Ja
∂Hint
∂Ωb
+ Jb
∂Hint
∂Ωa
+ z
∂2Hint
∂Ωa∂Ωb
)]∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= −2ka
(
dJa
dΩ
+ ωAJa
dJA
dΩ
)∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 , (7.29)
where we used Eqs. (7.5) and (7.19), and ignored O(η2) by using Eqs. (7.20) and (7.28). The
last equality holds because we have ωAdJA/dΩ = −ka/(Jbkb)(dJa/dΩ), owing to Eqs. (7.5)
and (7.27). We have also used the derivative of Eq. (7.5) with respect to Ω, i.e., dz/dΩ ≃
−Jbkb in the test-mass limit.
Our last task is to get rid of the projection vector ka in (7.29), which is defined in terms of
the phase-space coordinates (r¯, w¯A, u¯r, J¯A). Consider the unit vector ℓ
a perpendicular to the
projection vector ka in the two-dimensional parameter space spanned by Ωa. Then Eq. (7.29)
can be viewed as the projection of the 2× 2 matrix ∂2z˜/∂Ωa∂Ωb in the ka-direction, and we
obtain
det
∂2z˜
∂Ωa∂Ωb
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
=
(
kakb
∂2z˜
∂Ωa∂Ωb
)(
ℓaℓb
∂2z˜
∂Ωa∂Ωb
)
−
(
ℓakb
∂2z˜
∂Ωa∂Ωb
)2∣∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 , (7.30)
where we used the identity ka∂2z˜/∂Ωa∂Ωb|ISSO ≃ 0 that follows from (7.20). Equation (7.30)
is nothing but the desired ISSO condition (7.1). We have thus proved the equivalence of the
ISSO conditions (7.1) and (7.18).
Finally, we note that the equatorial limit Jθ → 0 of the ISSO condition (7.1) is not trivial,
and will be addressed in Sec. VIII F below.
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VIII. HAMILTONIAN FIRST LAW OF BINARY MECHANICS
In this section, starting from the Hamiltonian (5.1), we derive a “first law” of mechanics
for our black hole + point particle binary system, which is valid at relative O(η) and thus
accounts for all of the conservative effects of the self-force. This variational relation compares
two neighboring solutions of the Hamiltonian dynamics, and simply reads (recall that Ωt = 1)
Ωα δJ˜α + z δµ = 0 , (8.1)
where the renormalized action variables J˜α are related to the original (specific) actions Jα,
via the gauge-invariant interaction Hamiltonian Hint, through
J˜α = µJα
(
1− 1
2
Hint
)
. (8.2)
Importantly, the Hamiltonian first law (8.1) is expressed in terms of the non-specific actions
µJα, rather than the specific actions Jα that we have used so far. Note that the normalization
condition (4.16) implies the following algebraic relationship between the renormalized actions
(8.2) and the renormalized redshift variable (7.19) introduced in the previous section:
ΩαJ˜α + µz˜ = 0 . (8.3)
After having derived and discussed the first law (8.1), we will use it to prove the equivalence
between the notions of innermost stable spherical orbit and minimum energy spherical orbit.
A. Derivation of the Hamiltonian first law
The Hamiltonian first law (8.1) allows for a variation δµ with respect to the particle’s mass
µ. Since the Hamiltonian (5.1) depends implicitly on µ through the Green’s function (3.4),
it will prove convenient to introduce the specific interaction Hamiltonian Hˆint ≡ Hint/µ,
such that
H(J ;µ) = H(0)(J) + µ
2
Hˆint(J) . (8.4)
We now consider a small variation δH of the effective Hamiltonian (8.4) induced by small
variations δJα and δµ of the specific actions and of the particle’s mass. For two neighboring
solutions of the Hamiltonian dynamics, we have
δH =
(
∂H
∂Jα
)
µ
δJα +
(
∂H
∂µ
)
J
δµ = ωα δJα +
δµ
2
Hˆint , (8.5)
where ωα = (∂H/∂Jα)µ are the τ -frequencies of the motion. On the other hand because the
original Hamiltonian satisfies H(0)+Hint = −12 on shell, H = −12 − 12Hint for physical orbits,
such that
δH = −1
2
δHint =
1
2
ωαJα δHint = ω
α δ
(
Jα
Hint
2
)
. (8.6)
Here, we used the normalization condition (4.16) in the second equality, the test-mass first
law ωα δJα = O(µ) of Ref. [123] in the third equality, and neglected the contribution O(µ
2).
Combining the expressions (8.5) and (8.6), we readily obtain the variational relation
ωα δ
[
Jα
(
1− Hint
2
)]
+
Hˆint
2
δµ = 0 . (8.7)
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The final step is to consider the linear combination ωα δJ˜α of the renormalized actions (8.2).
Using Eq. (8.7) and the normalization condition (4.16), simple algebra yields
ωα δJ˜α = −Hint
2
δµ+ ωαJα
(
1− Hint
2
)
δµ = −δµ . (8.8)
Dividing both sides of this equation by ωt = z−1, we obtain the Hamiltonian first law (8.1).
Introducing the notation E˜ ≡ −J˜t for the “mechanical energy” of the system, this variational
relationship can be written in the more familiar form (with i = r, θ, φ)
δE˜ = Ωi δJ˜i + z δµ , (8.9)
which lends itself to a suggestive comparison to the ADM-type first laws of binary mechanics
derived in Refs. [110–113], as discussed in Sec. VIIID below.
Together, the relations (8.3) and (8.9) imply an alternative form of the first law,
µ δz˜ = −J˜i δΩi +
z(1)
2
δµ , (8.10)
which shows that the renormalized redshift variable z˜(Ωi, µ) can be understood as the “free
energy” resulting from a Legendre transformation of the “mechanical energy” E˜(J˜i, µ) obey-
ing Eq. (8.9). This last expression implies the identities
J˜i = −µ ∂z˜
∂Ωi
, z(0)Hˆint = 2
∂z˜
∂µ
. (8.11)
B. Uniqueness of the Hamiltonian first law
A natural question is whether the Hamiltonian first law (8.1)—or equivalently Eq. (8.9)—
is unique or not. By “first law” we mean a variational relationship Ωα δJ˜ ′α+z δµ = 0 obeyed
by some variables J˜ ′α, which may be different from the renormalized actions (8.2). In order
to establish the uniqueness of the first law, we shall assume that there exist such variables,
say J˜ ′α = J˜α +∆Jα(J˜), and prove that the only allowed shift is ∆Jα = 0.
First, we note that if both J˜α and J˜
′
α obey Eq. (8.1), then the shift ∆Jα must satisfy the
constraint
Ωα δ(∆Jα) = 0 . (8.12)
On the other hand, as we prove below, the variational relationship (8.1) implies the algebraic
relationship (8.3), irrespective of the explicit expression (8.2) of the renormalized actions J˜α.
By the exact same logic, since the variables J˜ ′α are assumed to obey the first law (8.1), they
must also obey the algebraic formula ΩαJ˜ ′α + µz˜ = 0, from which we deduce the constraint
Ωβ∆Jβ = 0 . (8.13)
Now, since the expression (8.12) can be recast into the equivalent form δ(Ωβ∆Jβ) = ∆Jα δΩ
α,
we find that
∆Jα =
∂(Ωβ∆Jβ)
∂Ωα
= 0 . (8.14)
Thus, to conclude that the first law is unique, we are left to show that the variational rela-
tionship (8.1) implies the algebraic relationship (8.3), irrespective of the explicit expression
for the renormalized actions J˜α.
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To do so, we simply consider the explicit µ-dependence of the quantities J˜α and z that
appear in the first law (8.1), namely
J˜α = µ
[
J (0)α (Ω) + η J˜
(1)
α (Ω) +O(η
2)
]
, (8.15a)
z = z(0)(Ω) + η z(1)(Ω) +O(η
2) , (8.15b)
where we expanded in powers of the usual mass ratio η = µ/M . Here, J
(0)
α (Ω) and z(0)(Ω)
are known from the geodesic motion in Kerr, while J˜
(1)
α (Ω) and z(1)(Ω) are the conservative
self-force corrections at fixed frequencies Ωi. Computing the variation δJ˜α using (8.15a) and
isolating the contribution proportional to δµ in the first law (8.1), we find for the coefficients
O(µ) and O(µ2),
ΩαJ (0)α + z(0) = 0 , (8.16a)
ΩαJ (1)α +
1
2
z(1) = 0 . (8.16b)
Adding those two equations and multiplying by the mass µ shows that Eq. (8.3) does, indeed,
hold irrespective of the explicit expression for J˜α.
C. Generalization of the Hamiltonian first law
Recalling that the effective Hamiltonian (8.4) depends also on the background Kerr black
hole mass M and spin S through the metric (2.4), one can easily generalize the Hamiltonian
first law (8.9) by allowing for non-zero variations of those two parameters. The derivation is
almost identical to that given earlier in Sec. VIIIA. The only modification that we need to
take care of is the variational relation (8.7), which now includes non-zero variations in the
black hole mass and spin, and reads
ωα δ
[
Jα
(
1− Hint
2
)]
+
Hˆint
2
δµ+
(
1− Hint
2
)[(
∂H
∂M
)
δM +
(
∂H
∂S
)
δS
]
= 0 , (8.17)
where we used the generalized test-particle first law ωα δJα = −(∂MH δM+∂SH δS)+O(µ)
of Ref. [123]. Here, the partial derivatives are evaluated while holding the canonical variables
Ji and the mass µ fixed. Up to uncontrolled terms O(µ
3), we then find
δM˜ = Ωi δJ˜i + z δµ+ zBH δM + ΩBH δS , (8.18)
where we introduced the total mass-energy M˜ ≡M+E˜, such that M˜−(M+µ) = −(J˜t+µ)
can be interpreted as the binary’s renormalized negative “binding energy,” as well as some
effective black hole “redshift” zBH and “spin precession frequency” ΩBH, which are given by
zBH ≡ 1 + z˜ ∂(µH)
∂M
, ΩBH ≡ z˜ ∂(µH)
∂S
. (8.19)
Here, the partial derivatives are to be evaluated at fixed renormalized action J˜i and particle
mass µ. The formula (8.18) generalizes to (conservative) self-forced motion the Hamiltonian
first law previously established in Ref. [123] for a test mass orbiting a Kerr black hole.
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Introducing the variableM≡ M˜ −ΩiJ˜i = M +µz˜, the first law (8.18) can be written in
the equivalent form δM = −J˜i δΩi + z δµ + zBH δM + ΩBH δS, such that the redshifts and
the spin precession frequency are given by the alternative expressions
z =
(
∂M
∂µ
)
Ω
, zBH =
(
∂M
∂M
)
Ω
, ΩBH =
(
∂M
∂S
)
Ω
. (8.20)
These expressions are especially convenient to perform practical calculations of the black-
hole quantities zBH and ΩBH, because they involve the renormalized redshift z˜(Ω
i;µ,M, S)
defined in Eq. (7.19) above. Given the definition of z˜, the expression for z is trivially satisfied.
Interestingly, by equating the expressions (8.18), (8.19) and (8.20) for zBH and ΩBH, one
obtains some non-trivial relations between the partial derivatives of the effective Hamiltonian
and “mechanical energy” at fixed (renormalized) actions, and those of the (renormalized)
redshift variable at fixed frequencies, namely
1
µz˜
(
∂E˜
∂M
)
J˜ ,µ
=
(
∂H
∂M
)
J˜,µ
=
(
∂ ln z˜
∂M
)
Ω,µ
, (8.21a)
1
µz˜
(
∂E˜
∂S
)
J˜ ,µ
=
(
∂H
∂S
)
J˜ ,µ
=
(
∂ ln z˜
∂S
)
Ω,µ
. (8.21b)
D. Comparison to the ADM first laws
Interestingly, the particle Hamiltonian first law (8.18) is reminiscent of the various first
laws of mechanics that have been established in the context of arbitrary mass-ratio compact
binaries. In particular, for binary systems of massive point particles moving along circular
orbits with constant angular frequency Ω, the spacetime’s helical Killing symmetry can be
used to derive a formula relating small changes in the global Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM)
mass MADM and total angular momentum J of the binary system to those of the individual
masses ma (with a = 1, 2) of the particles, namely [110]
δMADM = Ω δJ +
∑
a
za δma . (8.22)
Here the coefficients za ≡ dτa/dt are the redshifts of the particles, with τa(t) the proper time
elapsed along the worldline of particle a; each redshift is constant along a given circular orbit.
The variational formula (8.22) is itself a limiting case of a more general law, valid for systems
of black holes and extended fluid balls [128].
The formula (8.22) was later recovered and extended to binary systems of spinning point
masses, by means of the canonical ADM Hamiltonian framework. Starting from the center-
of-mass frame three-dimensional two-body ADMHamiltonianHADM(r,p;ma,Sa) of a binary
system of point masses ma with relative position r(t), relative momentum p(t) and canonical
spins Sa(t), the authors of Ref. [111] showed that, for circular orbits and spins aligned or
anti-aligned with the orbital angular momentum,
δMADM = Ω δL+
∑
a
(za δma + Ωa δSa) . (8.23)
This first law relates small changes in the ADM massMADM and the orbital angular momen-
tum L of the binary system, such that J = L+
∑
a Sa, to those of the particle’s individual
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masses ma and spin magnitudes Sa. The redshifts za and the spin precession frequencies Ωa
appearing in the right-hand side of Eq. (8.23) are related to the ADM Hamiltonian according
to [111]
za =
∂HADM
∂ma
, Ωa =
∂HADM
∂Sa
, (8.24)
where the partial derivatives are to be evaluated while holding the canonical variables fixed.
The analogy with the expressions (8.19) is, of course, striking. The occurrence of the parti-
cle’s (renormalized) redshift z˜ in Eq. (8.19) can, heuristically, be understood from the fact
that the four-dimensional effective Hamiltonian H is parameterized by the proper time τ ,
and not by the ADM coordinate time t.
Moreover, the first law (8.22) was extended to point-particle binaries moving along generic
bound (eccentric) orbits. The first law for eccentric-orbit non-spinning binaries reads [112]
δMADM = Ω δL+ n δR +
∑
a
〈za〉 δma , (8.25)
where n ≡ 2π/P is the radial frequency of the motion and Ω ≡ Φ/P the averaged azimuthal
frequency, with Φ the accumulated azimuthal angle per radial period P , as measured by an
asymptotic static observer. The radial action and the averaged redshifts read R = 1
2π
∮
pr dr
and 〈za〉 = 1P
∫ P
0
za(t) dt = Ta/P , with Ta the proper-time period of the radial motion.
Remarkably, the particle Hamiltonian first law (8.18) with (8.19) is formally identical to
the ADM first laws (8.23)–(8.25) through O(µ2). An important difference, however, is that
while Eqs. (8.23) and (8.25) have been explicitly checked to hold true, for any mass ratio,
up to 3PN order and to linear order in the spins Sa, Eq. (8.18) is valid without assuming
any expansion with respect to the spin of the background black hole or the orbital velocity
of the smaller body. We emphasize that the above agreement is far from obvious, because
the ADM Hamiltonian first laws of Refs. [111–113] were established starting from the three-
dimensional two-body ADMHamiltonianHADM(r,p;ma,Sa), while the particle Hamiltonian
first law (8.18) was derived from the 4-dimensional effective HamiltonianH(J ;µ,M, S). The
relation between H and HADM is not trivial, and we shall not attempt to establish it here.
There is, however, one key difference between the Hamiltonian first law (8.18) and the
ADM first laws (8.23) and (8.25): while the former involves the total “mechanical energy” M˜ ,
which is defined along the orbit of the smaller body, the latter involves the globally-defined
mass MADM of the binary system. This suggests that the notion of orbital energy provided
by M˜ is related in a simple manner to the Bondi mass of the perturbative spacetime at any
retarded time, M˜ = MB, and similarly for the axial component of the angular momentum.
11
This identification is supported by recent calculations in the case of a particle subject to a
self-force along specific strong-field orbits in a Schwarzschild background [129–131]. It is also
supported by a variety of calculations comparing self-force, post-Newtonian and numerical-
relativity predictions [78, 94, 132]. In particular, the recent results of Ref. [132] support the
conjecture, put forward in Ref. [110], that the ADM first law (8.22)—and by extension the
Hamiltonian first law (8.18)—holds even when dissipation is present, when formulated in
terms of Bondi quantities. Making this argument rigorous using a two-timescale expansion
[62, 74] is still an open problem. Alternatively, one might adopt the viewpoint that the first
11 In our conservative dynamics setup, the ADM mass is not well defined beyond the test-mass limit, because
the usual falloff conditions required for ADM quantities are not satisfied; actually, the Bondi mass is not
well defined either. For an adiabatic inspiral satisfying the retarded boundary condition, however, both
global masses are well defined. See Ref. [110] for a related discussion in the post-Newtonian context.
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law (8.18) defines—within the self-force framework—some physically reasonable notions of
total mass, total angular momentum and actions for black-hole-particle binary systems.
E. Minimum energy spherical orbits
We now prove that, just like for circular equatorial orbits, the notion of innermost stable
spherical orbit is equivalent to that of minimum energy spherical orbit. First, using Eq. (8.11)
the ISSO condition (7.1) can be rewritten in the equivalent form
det
∂J˜a
∂Ωb
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 , (8.26)
where the gradients ∂J˜θ/∂Ω
a and ∂J˜φ/∂Ω
a of the functions J˜θ(Ω
a) and J˜φ(Ω
a) are assumed
not to vanish at the locations of ISSOs. The condition (8.26) implies that these two vectors
are colinear along the one-parameter family of ISSOs. Since the set of all ISSOs is a curve
in (Ωθ,Ωφ)-space, there exists a unit tangent vector to the level curves of J˜θ(Ω
a) and J˜φ(Ω
a)
at the locations of ISSOs, say na, such that
na
∂J˜θ
∂Ωa
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= na
∂J˜φ
∂Ωa
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 . (8.27)
On the other hand, the Hamiltonian first law (8.9) implies that along a sequence of spherical
orbits, for which J˜r = 0,
∂E˜
∂Ωa
= Ωθ
∂J˜θ
∂Ωa
+ Ωφ
∂J˜φ
∂Ωa
, (8.28)
where the partial derivatives are taken at fixed mass µ. Then, combining (8.27) and (8.28),
we readily obtain
na
∂E˜
∂Ωa
∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 , (8.29)
which states that the energy E˜(Ωa) is minimized along the direction na in the (Ωθ,Ωφ)-space.
In other words, Eq. (8.29) is the condition for a minimum energy spherical orbit (MESO).
Therefore, we have extended the known equivalence between the notions of ISSO and MESO,
in the test-mass limit, to (conservative) self-forced motion in a Kerr background. Moreover,
the equivalence between the conditions (7.1) and (8.29) generalizes to inclined orbits the
results of Refs. [78, 127], which established the equivalence between the notions of innermost
stable circular orbit (ISCO) and minimum energy circular orbit (MECO).
F. Equatorial limit of the ISSO condition
We conclude this section with a discussion of the ISSO condition (7.1) in the limit Jθ → 0
of an equatorial orbit. Since the unique ISSO for which Jθ = 0 is a circular orbit (for a given
black hole spin S), we refer to this orbit as the ISCO.
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First, we notice that along spherical orbits (Jr = 0), we have J˜r = 0 so the first law (8.9)
implies (
∂E˜
∂Ωφ
)
J˜θ
= Ωφ
(
∂J˜φ
∂Ωφ
)
J˜θ
= Ωφ
[(
∂J˜φ
∂Ωφ
)
Ωθ
+
(
∂J˜φ
∂Ωθ
)
Ωφ
(
∂Ωθ
∂Ωφ
)
J˜θ
]
= Ωφ
(
∂J˜θ
∂Ωθ
)−1
Ωφ
det
∂J˜a
∂Ωb
. (8.30)
Then, assuming that the gradients (∂J˜θ/∂Ω
θ)Ωφ do not vanish in the ISSO limit, the condi-
tion (8.26) implies (∂E˜/∂Ωφ)J˜θ |ISSO = 0 along any level curve of J˜θ(Ωa). Since the equatorial
orbit condition Jθ = 0 is equivalent to J˜θ = 0, this implies that, for any ISSO in the equa-
torial limit J˜θ → 0, (
∂E˜
∂Ωφ
)
Jθ=0
∣∣∣∣∣
ISSO
=
(
∂J˜φ
∂Ωφ
)
Jθ=0
∣∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 . (8.31)
This condition is nothing but the definition of the MECO, the only equatorial MESO. The
condition (8.31) is equivalent to
(
∂2z˜
∂Ωφ2
)
Jθ=0
∣∣∣∣∣
ISSO
= 0 , (8.32)
making use of the identity ∂z˜/∂Ωφ = −J˜φ/µ, obtained from Eq. (8.11). Hence the ISCO is
the circular orbit for which the renormalized redshift variable z˜(Ωφ) has an inflection point.
Reference [78] gave an alternative derivation of the condition (8.32) and used it to evaluate
the Kerr ISCO frequency shift induced by the conservative self-force. Those results have
recently been confirmed and extended to larger black hole spins, by means of a direct stability
analysis of the equations of motion for slightly eccentric orbits [81].
IX. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
A. Summary
In this paper we devised a Hamiltonian formulation of a point particle’s motion in Kerr
spacetime for generic (eccentric, inclined) bound orbits, subject to the conservative part of
the gravitational self-force, at leading order beyond the test-mass approximation. Our for-
mulation relies on a description of the particle’s motion as geodesic in the effective spacetime
metric (2.5), in terms of action-angle variables. In particular, we established that the action
variables, which are conserved in the test-mass limit, do not evolve secularly under the effect
of the conservative self-force for generic (non-resonant) orbits.
We then investigated how the gauge freedom of linearized gravity affects our Hamiltonian
description of the orbital motion. We showed that the gauge transformations of the action-
angle variables remain small, even after a long-term integration, as long as the metric per-
turbation itself remains small along the orbit. This implies that the actions can be changed
rather arbitrarily, as long as the gauge-invariant constraint (4.16) is satisfied, while the aver-
aged frequencies associated with the angles are gauge invariant. Moreover, our Hamiltonian
analysis shows that, for a structureless point particle, the averaged orbital frequencies (4.22)
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and the average redshift variable (4.27) provide a complete gauge-invariant characterization
of the dynamics for generic orbits; however, additional gauge-invariant relationships exist in
particular cases, such as spherical or equatorial orbits.
Equipped with the above understanding of the effects of gauge transformations on the
Hamiltonian dynamics, we then introduced an effective Hamiltonian, defined in Eq. (5.1) in
terms of the gauge-invariant interaction Hamiltonian (5.5), in which the degrees of freedom
of the physical orbit were identified with those of the source orbit that generates the metric
perturbation and self-force, before deriving Hamilton’s equations. The effective Hamiltonian
(5.1), which is a function of the action variables only, reproduces the dynamics encoded in the
original source-dependent Hamiltonian (2.5). We showed that such an effective Hamiltonian
consistently exists if certain gauge conditions, given by Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6), are imposed.
Importantly, our effective Hamiltonian (5.1) is unique under the assumption of a natural λ4-
scaling. Other choices of scaling would fail to recover the conservative self-forced dynamics
in the spherical and equatorial orbit limit.
As an application of this effective Hamiltonian formulation, we generalized the definition
of an innermost stable spherical orbit (ISSO) in order to account for the effect of the linear
conservative self-force, and derived a simple gauge-invariant condition allowing one to com-
pute the self-force-induced shift in the frequencies of Kerr ISSOs. The resulting condition is
concisely expressed by the formula (7.1), given in terms of the renormalized redshift variable
(7.19) as a function of the frequencies Ωθ and Ωφ of spherical orbits, and is quite convenient
for numerical implementations. By taking the equatorial limit of this gauge-invariant con-
dition, we showed that our result recovers the condition (8.32) used in Refs. [78, 81, 94] to
compute the Kerr (and Schwarzschild) ISSO frequency shift for equatorial orbits.
Using the effective Hamiltonian (5.1), we also derived a new “first law of mechanics” for
our black-hole-particle binary systems moving along generic bound orbits, Eq. (8.1). This
variational relationship holds for the renormalized action variables J˜α defined by Eq. (8.2), in
terms of the gauge-invariant interaction Hamiltonian (5.5). Allowing for non-zero variations
of the black hole mass and spin, we further established the generalized first law (8.18). These
Hamiltonian first laws account for all of the conservative effects of the self-force, and recover
the test-mass results derived in Ref. [123]. Interestingly, we found that the generalized first
law (8.18) is formally identical to the ADM first laws of binary mechanics (8.23) and (8.25)
that were previously established for arbitrary mass-ratio compact binaries, and known to be
valid up to high post-Newtonian orders. Finally, by using the first law (8.1), we proved that
the notion of ISSO is equivalent to that of minimum energy spherical orbit (MESO), in the
sense that the ISSO condition (7.1) is equivalent to the MESO condition (8.29), expressed
in terms the mechanical energy E˜ = −J˜t of the orbit.
B. Outlook
Our Hamiltonian formulation of the conservative self-force dynamics in the Kerr geometry
opens a number of interesting research directions. First, it could be applied to the problem
of self-forced orbital evolution in Kerr spacetime, while including the radiative aspects of
the problem. Indeed, existing evolution schemes for an inspiralling orbit [60–62, 64, 69]
can easily be formulated in terms of the action-angle variables that we used in this work.
In particular, to first order in the mass ratio, the long-term evolution of the actions Jα is
driven only by the radiative part of the metric perturbation (or the dissipative self-force) [60].
Therefore, in the framework of a two-timescale expansion [62], such evolution schemes for the
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dissipative self-force could easily be combined with the present Hamiltonian formulation for
the conservative self-force, yielding a complete, practical and unified framework to describe
the evolution of generic inspiralling orbits in Kerr spacetime.
A second line of research has to do with the meaning of the “canonical” gauge conditions
(5.4)–(5.6) that define the effective Hamiltonian (5.1). By construction of the action vari-
ables (2.18), this effective Hamiltonian describes an integrable dynamical system. This is in
agreement with previous work suggesting that the conservative self-forced motion of a parti-
cle in Kerr spacetime should be integrable and Hamiltonian [114]. Our analysis shows that
such an effective Hamiltonian can, however, only be consistently defined in properly selected
gauges. But it is not clear why the canonical gauges are preferred as far as integrability and
regularity are concerned. Thus far, the canonical gauge conditions are defined only along the
orbit, and we need yet to know these gauge conditions at the level of the metric perturbation.
It would therefore be interesting to explore how one can perform gauge transformations from
the standard gauges of black hole perturbation theory to the canonical gauge, and identify
the canonical-gauge metric perturbation. This might reveal a hidden geometrical meaning
of the canonical gauge, clarifying its relation to the integrability property.
Third, to explicitly evaluate the self-force-induced shift in the frequencies of Kerr ISSOs,
a numerical implementation of the ISSO formula (7.1) is called for. Crucially, this condition
does not require self-force data for slightly eccentric orbits; it merely requires evaluating the
gauge-invariant renormalized redshift variable (7.19) along the sequence of Kerr ISSOs. Such
a calculation would provide an “exact” post-geodesic correction to the conservative dynamics
of spinning, precessing binary black holes, for strong-field orbits, and would contribute to
the ongoing effort to develop increasingly sophisticated semi-analytical models for arbitrary
mass-ratio inspiralling compact binaries [133–137].
Fourth, the formal analogy between the Hamiltonian first law (8.18) and the ADM first
laws (8.23)–(8.25) suggests that these variational relations could be extended beyond their
current domains of validity. In particular, one might combine our Hamiltonian formulation
to that describing the dynamics of a spinning test particle in Kerr spacetime [138, 139], to
derive a Hamiltonian first law for spinning particles orbiting Kerr black holes, while including
conservative self-force effects. Similarly, one could possibly extend the ADM-type first laws,
valid for arbitrary mass ratios, to precessing spinning binaries and generic orbits.
Finally, it would be interesting to use the Hamiltonian first law (8.18) to compare self-force
predictions against the results from numerical-relativity (NR) simulations of binary inspirals
with large mass ratios. Such simulations of unequal-mass, non-spinning binary black holes
have recently confirmed that the ADM-type first law (8.22) for quasi-circular binaries holds
to a remarkable degree during the inspiral phase [132]. Given the formal analogy between
the Hamiltonian first law and the ADM first laws, this suggests that NR simulations could
be used to test the conjectured link between the total mechanical energy M˜ and the Bondi
massMB of the perturbative spacetime, beyond the post-Newtonian regime [140]. Moreover,
Ref. [132] showed how a quantity analogous to the redshift of a particle can be defined for
dynamical black holes in NR simulations, from a certain normalized surface gravity. These
“black hole redshifts” could be compared to the redshifts appearing in the Hamiltonian first
law (8.18), whose computation only requires self-force data for z˜(Ω;µ,M, S), together with
the formulas (8.20). Such comparisons would help refine our understanding of the relativistic
dynamics of compact binary systems. These insights should, accordingly, improve our ability
to extract astrophysical information from such systems, in the new era of gravitational-wave
astronomy.
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Appendix A: Resonant orbits
In this appendix, we discuss the special case of resonant orbits. For such orbits, a number
of arguments used in Sec. III do not hold. For resonant orbits, the ratio of the frequencies
ωr(0)(τ) and ω
θ
(0)(τ) is a rational number. Here, the argument τ is written to indicate that
those frequencies are not viewed as functions of the actions Jα.
In the resonant case, a total reflection point does not exist along the orbit, except if the
initial values wrI and w
θ
I of w
r
(0)(τ) and w
θ
(0)(τ) are fine tuned. If we use the convention that
u
(0)
θ = 0 with π/2 < θ 6 π, i.e., when w
θ
(0) = 2πN˜
θ with N˜θ an integer, there is a minimum
absolute value of wθ(0) modulo 2π at the points where u
(0)
r = 0, with r = rmin. This value
will change if we shift the initial value wrI or w
θ
I . Therefore, in the resonant case, the orbit
is transformed into an inequivalent orbit under shifts of wrI or w
θ
I . Thus, the argument that
was used in Sec. III to prove that there is no secular change in the values of the actions does
not hold for resonant orbits.
To compute the secular changes in the “constants” of motion, it is more convenient to use
the canonical variables (Xµ, Pµ), because X
i with i = 1, 2, 3 are all constants determined by
the initial conditions for the background geodesics, while X0 coincides with the proper time
τ along the trajectory:
X0(τ) ≃ τ − τ0 , X1(τ) ≃ t0 , X2(τ) ≃ φ0 , X3(τ) ≃ ∆λ
2
, (A1)
where τ0, t0 and φ0 are the initial values of the proper time τ , coordinate time t and azimuthal
phase φ. The parameter ∆λ is the Carter-Mino time difference in reaching the minima of the
r and θ oscillations, which we call the offset phase [65, 66, 69]. In Eqs. (A1), the constant
terms in X1 and X2 can be absorbed by a shift of the origin of the coordinates t and φ; as
such they are physically irrelevant, even for resonant orbits. By contrast, a constant shift
of X3 can have a physical meaning as the offset phase ∆λ for resonant orbits, as mentioned
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at the end of Sec. II. Therefore, the averaged proper-time derivative of the Carter constant
P3 ≡ Qˆ, as given by the partial derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to X3, does not
vanish. Since X3(0)(τ) = ∆λ/2 is constant, the long-time average along the orbit can be
taken before the differentiation with respect to X3. As a result, we obtain the averaged rate
of change of the Carter constant driven by the conservative self-force acting on the resonant
orbit as 〈
˙ˆ
Q
〉
= −
〈(
∂H(1)
∂X3
)
P
〉
= −∂Hint
∂∆λ
, (A2)
where Hint is the gauge-invariant interaction Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (5.5). In the reso-
nant case, the different values of ∆λ characterize physically distinct orbits, and hence Hint
also depends on ∆λ. The expression (A2) was first derived in Ref. [66], using a different
strategy.
We note that the average rate of change (A2) could—at least in principle—vanish, even for
resonant orbits. So far, this possibility has not been excluded due to the current capability
of existing self-force codes in Kerr spacetime [51–53]. It would be interesting to address this
question in the near future.
Appendix B: Scaling transformation
In this appendix we explain how the scaling transformation introduced in Sec. IVB, and
used extensively throughout this work, is closely related to the reparameterization invariance
of the four-dimensional particle’s action associated to the Hamiltonian (2.5).
In our formulation, the degrees of freedom of the source orbit γ in the Hamiltonian (2.5)
are assumed to be held fixed. Hence, Hamilton’s equations (2.6) follow from extremizing the
particle’s action
S[x(τ); γ] ≡ µ
∫
dτ [uµx˙
µ −H(x, u; γ)] , (B1)
while holding γ fixed.12 Since the action (B1) admits any affine parameterization, the
Hamiltonian dynamics includes a freedom to linearly rescale the affine parameter along the
orbit. Making use of this freedom, we consider the scaling transformation of all variables
under a linear rescaling of the proper time τ , namely
τ → τˆ ≡ τ/λ , (B2)
with λ is a positive real number. Under this scaling transformation, the action (B1) becomes
S[x(τˆ); γ] =
µ
λ
∫
dτˆ
[
uˆµ ˙ˆx
µ −H(xˆ, uˆ; γ)
]
, (B3)
where the scaled canonical variables are (xˆµ, uˆµ) = (x
µ, λuµ). This is nothing but the scaling
transformation (xµ, uµ)→ (xµ, λuµ) introduced in Sec. IVB and used throughout this work.
Of course, such an overall rescaling of the action does not affect the equations of motion.
From the definition (2.5), we find for the scaled Hamiltonian
H(xˆ, uˆ; γ) = λ2H(x, u ; γ) , (B4)
12 We simply make it a rule that the degrees of freedom of γ are not to be varied when varying the action S.
The degrees of freedom (xµ, uµ) are identified with those of γ only after the variation has been performed.
This formal action principle yields the correct equation of motion with γ fixed.
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whose on-shell value simply reads H(xˆ, uˆ; γ)|γ = −λ2/2. The scaling transformation of other
canonical variables, such as the action-angle variables, is obtained in a similar manner, i.e.,
first by expressing them in terms of (xµ, uµ), and then by applying the scaling uµ → λuµ.
Appendix C: Non-triviality of the canonical gauge conditions
In this appendix, we explain why the gauge condition (5.6) is not automatically satisfied
once we impose the conditions (5.4). We start from the expression〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
w
〉
=
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
X
−
(
∂H(1)
∂wβ
)
J
(
∂wβ
∂Jα
)
X
〉
=
〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
X
+ J˙β
(
∂wβ
∂Jα
)
X
〉
. (C1)
Here, one may think that we can eliminate the second term on the right-hand side by choosing
the gauge in which J˙α = 0. However, this manipulation cannot be justified. Indeed, when we
take the derivative with respect to Jα for fixed X
µ, we notice that the deviation between the
neighboring geodesics with Jα and Jα+∆Jα for the same given values of X
µ grows secularly
proportionally to |τ |. Therefore, both (∂H(1)/∂Jα)X and (∂wβ/∂Jα)X show secular growth.
(The situation is completely different when the values of wα, rather than those of Xµ, are
fixed; in this case there is no such secular growth.) Therefore, the second term on the right-
hand side of (C1) becomes 0×∞ when τ →∞, and hence it is not clear whether or not we
can eliminate this term, even if we choose the gauge in which J˙α = 0. Even if we assume
that we can neglect the contribution from the second term, the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (C1) does not appear to be well defined either. Here one may propose to use the
fact that for an arbitrary function f(X, J), the identity
∂
∂Jα
∫
dτf(X, J)|X=X(0)(τ) =
∫
dτ
(
∂f(X, J)
∂Jα
)
X=X(0)(τ)
(C2)
holds, recalling thatX i(0)(τ) is constant for i = 1, 2, 3, and thatX
0
(0)(τ) = (τ−τI)+∆τ , where
∆τ is a function of rI, θI and P
(0)
µ . Using this expression, the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (C1) might be further rewritten as〈(
∂H(1)
∂Jα
)
X
〉
=
∂
〈
H(1)
〉
∂Jα
, (C3)
where recall that 〈H(1)〉 depends both on Jα and the source orbit γ. The values of the actions
for the source orbit, J
(γ)
α , should not be identified with Jα before taking the derivative with
respect to Jα. Therefore, the right-hand side in Eq. (C3) requires to evaluate the long-time
average while substituting different orbits into the two arguments of the Green’s function.
Since those orbits deviate from each other at large |τ |, the resulting expression is not well
defined.
Appendix D: Fourier decompositions
In this appendix we provide details on the Fourier decompositions (series and transform)
with respect to the angles of the interaction Hamiltonian (2.9) and the canonical variables.
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1. Interaction Hamiltonian
First, we prove that the Fourier expansion of the interaction Hamiltonian H(1)(w, J ; γ) is
given by the expression (5.19). Our starting point is the Fourier decomposition of the time-
symmetric Green-like function G(w, J ;w′, J ′), defined from Eq. (3.4) through the canonical
transformation from (xµ, uµ) to (w
α, Jα).
It is known that the (regularized) time-symmetric tensorial Green’s functionGµν ρσ(sym−S)(x; x
′)
is invariant under displacements along Killing directions of the Kerr metric. Since the Kerr
metric is stationary and axisymmetric, the Green’s function is invariant under constant
shifts t → t + ∆t and φ → φ + ∆φ of the coordinates t and φ, all other components of
(xµ, uµ) being held fixed. Given the relationship x
µ(w, J) = δµt w
t + δµφw
φ + xˆµ(wr, wθ, J)
that follows from Eq. (2.24), this shift symmetry implies an equivalent invariance under
constant shifts wt → wt+∆t and wφ → wφ+∆φ of the angle variables wt and wφ, all other
components of (wα, Jα) being held fixed [62]. This, in turn, implies the following symmetry
property of the Green-like function (3.4):
G(wt +∆t,w, wφ +∆φ, J ;w′
t
+∆t,w′, w′
φ
+∆φ, J ′) = G(w, J ;w′, J ′) , (D1)
where w ≡ (wr, wθ) and w′ ≡ (w′r, w′θ). Therefore, G(w, J, w′, J ′) depends on wt and w′t,
as well as on wφ and w′φ, only through the differences wt−w′t and wφ−w′φ. Consequently,
the Fourier decomposition of G(w, J ;w′, J ′) takes the form
G(w, J ;w′, J ′) =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
d̟
+∞∑
m=−∞
e−i̟(w
t−w′t)+im(wφ−w′φ)G̟m(w, J ;w
′, J ′) , (D2)
with the reality condition G̟(−m)(w, J ;w
′, J ′) = G∗̟m(w, J ;w
′, J ′). Since the Fourier coeffi-
cients G̟m(w, J ;w
′, J ′) are periodic functions of w and w′ with period 2π, we may perform
their Fourier series expansions,
G̟m(w, J ;w
′, J ′) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
+∞∑
n′=−∞
e−i(n·w+n
′·w′)G̟m,nn′(J ; J
′) , (D3)
where n ≡ (nr, nθ) and n′ ≡ (n′r, n′θ) are doublet of integers, the Fourier coefficients obeying
the reality condition G̟m,(−nr,nθ)n′(J ; J
′) = G∗̟m,(nr ,nθ)n′(J ; J
′).
Next, we substitute for Eqs. (D2) and (D3) into the expression (5.19) for the interaction
Hamiltonian to obtain
H(1)(w, J ; γ) = − 1
4π
∫ +∞
−∞
d̟
+∞∑
(m,n)=−∞
e−i̟w
t+i(mwφ−n·w)
×
[
+∞∑
n′=−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ ′ e
i̟wt
(γ)
(τ ′)−i(mwφ
(γ)
(τ ′)+n′·w(γ)(τ
′))
G̟m,nn′(J ; J(γ))
]
, (D4)
where the subscript (γ) refers to the canonical variables for the source orbit γ, and we ignore
the uncontrolled term at O(η2). By substituting the solution wα(0)(τ) = ω
α
(0)(J
(0)) τ + wα(0)I
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of the Kerr geodesic equations of motion into the square brackets in Eq. (D4), we find
+∞∑
n′=−∞
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ ′ ei[̟w
t
(γ)
(τ ′)−mwφ
(γ)
(τ ′)−n′·w(γ)(τ
′)]G̟m,nn′(J ; J
(γ))
= eiζ
(γ)
mn′
(τ ′0)
+∞∑
n′=−∞
2πz
(γ)
(0) δ
(
̟ −̟(γ)mn′(J (γ)(0) )
)
G̟m,nn′(J ; J
(γ)
(0) ) , (D5)
where z(0) = 1/ω
t
(0) is the Kerr redshift variable. Here, making use of the orbital frequencies
(4.22), we defined the discretized frequency parameter ̟
(γ)
mn′ of γ, as well as the initial phase
function ζ
(γ)
mn′ , by
̟
(γ)
mn′(J
(γ)
(0) ) ≡ mΩφ(γ)(0) + n′rΩr(γ)(0) + n′θΩθ(γ)(0) , (D6a)
ζ
(γ)
mn′(τ
′
0) ≡ w(γ)t(0)I −mw(γ)φ(0)I − n′rw(γ)r(0)I − n′θw(γ)θ(0)I . (D6b)
Then, substituting for Eq. (D5) back into (D4), and eliminating the delta function via the
integration with respect to ̟, we obtain the following Fourier series decomposition of the
interaction Hamiltonian:
H(1)(w, J ; γ) = −
z
(γ)
(0)
2π
∑
m,n,n′
eiζ
(γ)
mn′
(τ ′0)G
̟
(γ)
mn′
m,nn′
(J ; J
(γ)
(0) ) e
−i̟
(γ)
mn′
wt+i(mwφ−n·w) . (D7)
Since this expression is rather large, we conveniently rewrite it as
H(1)(w, J ; γ) = z
(γ)
(0)
∑
l,l′
Gl,l′(J, J (0), ̟l′(ω(0)(τ))) e−i̟l′(ω(0)(τ))wt+2πi l·w , (D8)
where l ≡ (−nr, −nθ, m), w = (wr, wθ, wφ), ̟l(ω) ≡ ̟(γ)mn′ , and we introduced the Fourier
coefficients Gl,l′(J, J (0), ̟l′(ω(0)(τ))) ≡ −(eiζ
(γ)
mn′
(τ ′0)/2π)G
̟
(γ)
mn′
m,nn′
(J ; J
(γ)
(0) ). With those no-
tations, we recover Eq. (5.19).
We note that even though the Fourier coefficients G̟
mn′(γ)
m,nn′(J ; J
′) are symmetric under
the exchange of their two arguments, Jα cannot be equated to J
(γ)
α(0) = J
(γ)
α (τ) in Eq. (D7).
Indeed, while the field degrees of freedom (wα, Jα) are the canonical variables in phase space,
the source degrees of freedom J
(γ)
α (τ) are the solutions constrained by Eq. (4.16).
2. Canonical variables
Next, we prove the statement below (6.1), namely that in the spherical orbit limit Jr → 0,
the coefficients xµ(n) and u(n)µ of the Fourier series expansions of the canonical position and
momentum with respect to the radial angle are of O(J
|n|/2
r ). We also prove that Jr = O(e
2)
in that limit. These results are established in the test-particle limit only.
Equations (2.18) and (2.24) show that the relations between the Boyer-Lindquist canon-
ical variables (xµ, uµ) and the action-angle variables (w
α, Jα) must take the form
xµ(w, J) = δµt w
t + δµφw
φ +
∑
n,m
xµ(n,m)(J) e
i(nwr+mwθ) , (D9a)
uj(w, J) =
∑
n,m
u(n,m)j(J) e
i(nwr+mwθ) , (D9b)
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for j = r, θ, as well as ut(w, J) = −Jt and uφ(w, J) = Jφ. Since the solutions of the equations
of motion for bound timelike geodesics in Kerr are simply given by wα = ωα(0)(J) τ + const.
and Jα = const., Eqs. (D9) can be rewritten as
xµ(τ) = δµt ω
tτ + δµφω
φτ +
∑
n,m
xµ(n,m) e
i(nωr+mωθ)τ , (D10a)
uj(τ) =
∑
n,m
u(n,m)j e
i(nωr+mωθ)τ . (D10b)
On the other hand, these expressions should be solutions of the equations of motion (2.6)
for the canonical variables (xµ, uµ) in the test-mass limit, namely
x˙µ(τ) = gµν(0)(r(τ), θ(τ)) uν(τ) , (D11a)
u˙µ(τ) = Γ
ρ
(0)µν(r(τ), θ(τ)) x˙
ν(τ)uρ(τ) . (D11b)
Substituting for the solutions (D10) into the equations of motion (D11), one can solve for
the coefficients X(n,m) ≡ {xµ(n,m), u(n,m)j}. The equations for the r and θ components can be
solved irrespective of those for the t and φ components. Extracting each Fourier component
from these equations, we obtain (schematically) the recursion relations
X(n,m) =
∑
n1,··· ,nN∑
i ni=n
∑
m1,··· ,mM∑
jmj=m
Cn,m;n1,··· ,nN ,m1,··· ,mM X(n1,m1) · · ·X(nN ,mM ) . (D12)
For an orbit with eccentricity e ≡ (rmax− rmin)/(rmax+ rmin), where rmax and rmin denote
the coordinate radii at the apastron and the periastron, respectively, we must have X(±1,m) =
O(e). Then, by solving the recursion relations (D12) we obtain X(n,m) = O(e
|n|). Moreover,
we know that X(0,m6=0) cannot be O(e
0) because it must vanish in the spherical orbit limit
e→ 0. Since the dominant contribution toX(0,m6=0) comes from products of terms like X(1,m′)
andX(−1,m−m′), we findX(0,m6=0) = O(e
2). For the same reason we have u(0,0)r = O(e
2), which
implies
ur(τ) = O(e) . (D13)
The Fourier coefficients for the t and φ components can be obtained by substituting the
solutions obtained for the r and θ components into the remaining equations of motion. We
find that the same power counting in the eccentricity e holds for the t and φ components,
such that
xµ(n) ≡
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
xµ(w, J) e−inw
r
dwr = O(e|n|) , (D14)
and similarly for the Fourier coefficients u(n)µ of the canonical momentum.
Finally, we turn to the radial action integral. From its definition (2.18) and the equation
of motion (D11a), we have
Jr =
1
2ωrTr
∫ Tr
−Tr
ur(τ) r˙(τ) dτ = lim
T→∞
1
2ωrT
∫ T
−T
grr(0)(r(τ), θ(τ))[ur(τ)]
2 dτ , (D15)
where Tr ≡ 2π/ωr is the τ -period of the radial motion, and we have used the fact that Jr
is constant to replace the integral over one radial period by the long-term average. Then,
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using Eq. (D13) and the fact that grr(0) = ∆/Σ = O(e
0), we find that Jr = O(e
2) along the
orbit. Combining this result with (D14), we conclude that xµ(n) = O(J
|n|/2
r ), and similarly
u(n)µ = O(J
|n|/2
r ) in the spherical orbit limit.
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